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5 5NASA Grant NSG-` .-,,
	
"Remote Sensing App l icaticns to
Hydrcicgic Modeling in the Southern Sierra Nevada and
Portions of the San icaguin Valley," was part of a joint
US-USSR cooperative project.	 In addition, the project
supperted b 'ork tcuards the develcEment of an energy balance
snowselt mcdel for the southern Sierra Nevada.
1..	 In support cf the US-USSR exchange,	 we have
prepared twc dccuments.
a.	 A geographical description of the
southern Sierra Nevada/San Joaquin Valley
test site^ ^was sent to the NASA Technical.
Monitor in June	 1977.
b^.	 A preliminary description of the
Soviet , , Itest site,	 the Fergana	 Valley,	 was
sent	 the NASA Technical Monitor in, April
197"01 .	 In August	 1977	 we received a
transl4tion ofthe Russian desczii^tion of the
Ferga,na area, and	 we have updated our
original descril^ticn tc include this new
material.	 This	 version is included as
-c-hapter V1	 of this reEcrt.
2.	 We have a1sc zade scme steps toward the
development of art energy balance snowmeit model for
large basins.	 This wcrk will be sur ported in the
future by NASA Grant NSG-506,2,	 NOAA, and the
University of California Water Resources Center.
lberefore we have devcted mcst of our resources this
winter to maintenance of the data callecticn
programs, rather than tc development of the models.
,Ft a.	 We have extendEd a surface climate
simulation model cver rugged terrain, and
have tested it uith soil temperature data
frca an area in the 4rarjell Mcuntains,
Alaska.	 These data were the most extensive
we	 could find tcr a mouutainous area.
	 A
paper cn "An Approach toward Energy Balance
Simulation over Rugged letrain" has been
sabzitted f:er- publicaticn, and is included as
Appendix 1 of this repert,
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b.	 We have made progress toward the
develcpment ci a	 tcrcqraphic spectzal solar
radiaticn model,	 czpecially designed for
snowmelt	 TiLese efforts are
described in chapter 11, and the data
collected are in AF rendi! 2.
C.	 We have	 made progress toward
determination of snow reflectance irom
Landsat datd.	 These effc.c ts are describEJ.	 iL
Chapter Ill.
-z
u. Cur prccress tcward a topographic
lcngwave radiaticu mcdel is described in
chapter IV, and the data ccllected are in
AppendiC ^.
e. Cur . investigaticas into snow-soil
heat and moisture flow in the southern'Sierra
are described in chapter V.: Data collected
toward this effort are in Appendix 4. jr
I^
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II. Development cf a ,Topographic Solar
Radiatioa Algorithm for
,
 Snowmelt Modeling
In high ,en 	
sT mountainou 	 with sparse vegetation, a
major s	 energy	 snow aetamor ,ph sm and melt is
inccminy solar radiation- 'In such environments melt can take
place at, lcw temperatures, even below freezing, and
conventional index snowmelt iticdels may perform. badly.
Because of the characteristics of snow and of
mountainous terrain, a solar radiation algorithm shculd have
the following attributes:
1.. It should. be spectral, because of the
variation of snow reflectance With wavelength.
2.. It should account for radiation `'variations
due to slope, exposure, and horizons.
3. It should include calculations for radiation
reflected from adjacent terrain.
u. It should to abler to make estimates of the
required atmospheric attenuation parameters from a
limited set of measurements.
5. It should provide for attenuation by clouds..
6. It should be comFu tationally economical.
Thus far our work has been entirely on a_ clear-sky-
version of a solar radiation aodel. For clear-sky conditions
we Lave sufricient data to test cur model, but we do not have
i sufficient cicady-sky data. The testing of our algorithm is
still incomplete; therefore here only the basic structure is
presented.
We use the NCIC Digital Terrain Tapes to calculate
slope, exposure, and horizon information for any point in a
11 digitized grid. The method is described in detail in a paper
by ,p-r_ zier and Outcalt, which has been submitted for
p  Jlication, and which is included as an appendix to this
reFott.
A spectral solar radiation model modified_ from Gicrgis(19 -1!)
 is used to estimate beam and diffuse radiation. The
variable atmospheric parameters are ozone, crecipitable water
vapor, and the Beta coefficient in the Angstrom aerosol
scattering function. Values for wavelength-dependent ozone
absorption _are taken from Inn and Tanaka (1953) and Leighton(196,1)	 hater vapor absorption values are taken fray Gates
and Harrop (1963).  Non-var. ahlc 	 absoreticu coefficients for
the red- molecular oxygen :ands (leiyhton, 19b1) and the
near-infrared methane and carbo y: dioxide bands (GatEs and
Harrcp, 1963) are also included.. Values for tRayleigh
scattering are takes from PEnndort (1957). The exponent in
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the Angstrom aerosol scattering function is assumed to he
-1.3, although this assumption can be modified if narrow band
spectral measurements are available.
Solar geometry is calculated by standard methods 	 (e.g.
Sellers,	 1965),	 and path lengths icr air mass a_ad water vapor
are calculated by Kasten's	 (1906)	 methods.	 The method for
ozone path length calculation is from Lacis and Hansen(1974).	 We use the values tabulated by Makdrova and
Kharitinov	 (1572)	 for the solar constant.
l iffuse and tackscattered radiation are calculated by,
reflection
, Paltridge n andi Platt ufrom o adjacent 5 slopes cfrom t ( 19'76)
:w included.	 However,	 Toe have _only approximations for the
.`. 'reflectance.specular compcnerit of snots	 Thus this is a
source of possiale Error.
I
We are new modifying the program so that two
measurements,	 taken at ;,d fferent solar zea.ith angles,	 can be
used to estimatethe necessary atmospheric parameters by
solving a set of non-linear algebraic e ,auatioas using Erown's(1905)	 method.	 An earlier	 approach,	 'whereby we tried to
r	 -' define and measure integrated absorption aria scattering
k
coefficients over each Landsat Land,	 proved inreasihle,
perhaps because the band Aidtns are too large.	 Hence we havei
adopted the approach described atcve,	 which is inderandent of
the particular wavelength interval of the measuring
insttu- went..	 A remaining unscived problem is how tc correct
for systematic and random measurement errors.
We will use our extensive solar- radiation measurements,`
corresponding to the four Landsat visible anti near-infrared
bands, taken during the 1977 and 1978 snow seasons, to test
our model.	 These data are included in Appendix 2.
w,
er
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III. Estimating the Shcrtwave Albedo of an Alpine
Snow Cover Using Satellite Radiance Measurements
.Introduct is n
Knowledg-E of the spatial and temporal variation of
shortwave albedo is essential for enar!3y .balance computations
over an alpine snow cover. Frequent,_ - -comprehensive .field
measurements cf surface reflectance over an area the size of
the southern Sierra are unpractical owijlg to the area's
spatial diversity, Extent and _relative ,inaccessibility during
the snow. season. Der ivaticn of an accaptaale estimate of
surface reflectance .from satellite radlance aeasurements
appears to be the most cost-effective means of completing the
shortwave radiatcn inputs to an Luergy-balance snovmelt
model..
Relevant Characteristics cf Landsat MSS Data
1., Spatial characteristics
a, sam-Flirg interval: The nominal IFoV of the
Landsat MSS is 79 x 79 meters on the ground. 1long
scan oversampling yields a mean sample spacing of 56
meters in the x-direction. Zeus every-15-minute USGS
quadrangle (the fundamental unit in cur geograhic data
base) contains yell in Excess cf 105_ L ^.adsat pixels,
which Fose^ a	 gnifican computational problem it each
pixel is to be evaluated individually. on the other
band, the sampling interval may be sufficiently great
that i •t masks score of the effects of terrain and
vegetation cn reflectance.
1l
b. areal coverage: Three -frames of Landsat
imagery are reguireu fcc complete coverage 'of , the study--
area. Hcwev er, less than cae- third of any gi`-en frame
covers an area cf interest. Extraction and
concatenation of the study, 3_rea coverages from each
frame into a single study area dataset is required, for
each frame triplet.
c. distortion: Landsat CSS imagery inherently
contains numerous geometric distortions (Van wie and
Stein, 1976; Bernstein and Fernzyhough, 1975) which
compl icate the assyn¢ent of pixel radiance values to
specific locations on the ground. Some of these
distortions are systematic and may be removed hy-
modeling. ethers regcire inf `crma tion regarding
spacecraft attitude, altitude, ani position which is
nct directly available to a _ uficieat level- of
accuracy, and must therefore he statistically derived
with rezpect tc grcu;rd control points in the image
whose geode is locat• icas ace known. TAe desired result
of these twc Faralhe?.., Froc-2 1cres is a set of mapping
trans.rorms relax, ng `-image and geograhic cocriinate
systems.
6r
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2.i Radiometric characteristics
a 'w dynamic range: Landsat MSS data frequently
exhibits saturation over sucw (McGinnis et al, 197-4).
Such saturated pixels are asseatially -isaless in
radiance cal'cQl'aticns. Zy cur own estimates(inspection of threshold shade prints) , up to one-third
of the most heavily sncwcoveced areas may saturate in
MSS bands 4 through E. Kittle saturation seems to
occur in Band--7, which is in accordance with laboratory
measurements of the a jectia.l reflectance of snow
(C! Brien and .4unis, 1975)
b. atmospheric Effects: Any spaceborne sensor
E'asures a comb.natica cf surface and atmospheric
radiance., Surface upwellin3 radiance is subject to
selective atmos-fhe.ric attenuation.. The atmosphere
itself reflects back into z-ace a portion of the
incident solar radiation. The magnitude of this
combined attenuation and addition must be calculated
fcr each Lacdsat MSS &ave.length band. In addition,
some correction must be made for the change in oath
iEngth as a function of earth curvature and scan mirror
angle
P
3.	 Spectral characteristics
a..	 identification of	 snow:	 Snow has a higher
' albedo than almost any other phenomenon in the Landsat
MSS' bands,	 and thus	 may -te -readily	 identified, except
in casES ,here snow and clod cover ',are coincident. 	 it
has been demonstrated	 (Eartclucci et al, 	 1975)	 that
F' snow is virtually indistinguishable from clouds in the
Landsat MSS bands.	 A means must be developed to
accurately determine which pixels redresent snow cover
before radiance'yalues are used in further
computations,
b.	 aFFlicabili"ty	 tc snow albedc mapping:	 The
Landsat MSS bands span that iortion of the spectrum
where the albedo of snow ;exhibits the greatest temporal
variation	 (US Army Cc srs o f Engineers,	 1956)-,	 and thus
requires the most frequent updating for input to an
'
energy-balance model.
G
t0! 4.	 Temporal characteristics
Iandsat's 9-day rEpeat cycle 	 (combination cx
f Landsats 2 and 3); is far from optimum for snowccver
reflectance monitoring.	 since the most	 roncunced
changes °'in' albEdo occur" most `nearly io;lloaing	 a new
snowfall, such a snowfall occurring,betxeen overpasses
"inwould be quite inaccurately 	 represented, ucthterms
of areal extent and albEdo, by extralolatica from the
previous overpass.
M
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Data Collecticu and Processing
1.	 Rare data
a, satellite data: Since most of our analysis
techniques are digital, we obtain our satellite data as
CCTs, for those overp ass dates f`gr Which we have
ctirincident ground truth mea s ureme.nts.
4
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b. field measurements: Cur shortwave ground
truth consists of a sequence of measuremeats at each
site using an Exotech 100 -A landsat Ground Truth
Radiometer. We have concentrated on the following four
field test sites: Ccttcn400d Fass-Horseshoe Meadow,(Kern river basin), Bullfrog Lake-Vidett.e Meadow (Kings
river basin), Bishop Lass (San Joaquin river basin)
and Mammoth Mountain (adjace.nt, to San Joaguin river
basin). The first three areas are sufficiently remote
to preserve _relatively undisturbed snow surfaces, yet
are accessible in cne to twc days on skis. The Mammoth
area is the l'ocaticn of I much present and developing
instrumentation by various agencies in'ccoreration with
the ski area management. All four areas are easily
located on`Landsat imacery and have measurement sites
which are relatively Tree of tcpograhic effects.
C..
	 data: We have deva oped software
to extract 15-minute quadrangles from NCIC Digital
Terrain
-Tapes, and resamcle them to any desired spatial
resolution. The quadrangles from the fu.nuamental grid
of our study area database, and all Laadsat and field
measurements are located With respect to the terrain
grid ,
•
A
^.	 ground control data:
	 Ground control points
are located on 'both USGS 15-minute quadrangle uacs and
on 'line: Printer shade prints of the Landsat imagery.
^I We are in the process of implementing a digital video
display method cf identifying control
	 oints in the
Ch1^ image.f;
2	 simajlatea	 data
	
:_ .,
a.	 atmospheric parameters:'
	 Atmospheric path
radiance and transmissivity-are-calibrated with
radiameter field measurements, then simulated ty a
model described alsewhese in this raper.
b,.
	 solar irradiance at the surface:
	 Beam and
diffuse solar radiat icu are siaultcd using a
combination cf the atacspheric zodel,
	 terrain data, and
an ephemeris program which we have developed.
r _.	 1
}	 3. Data 'processing
r
The, principal data processing problem is the precise
location of field ma-:Eurement sites on the Landsat CC2s. This
has been partially alleviates by selecting test sites that
are uniform and extensive enough so that a moderate
locaticnal error (a'g, < 2 pixels) 4ill still yield acceptable
r °results. For areas where tcpcgrahic effects are imFortany,
however, the positional-error must be less than one pixel.
w are currently perfcrmi.ng
 image rectification using
the DIRS program suite developed at GSFC. This has proven
unsatisfactory for three readcns. First, the program runs in
a batch mode, which leads to unacceptably long turnaround
..	 times on a heavily-used-educational system, especially when
`I	 generating shade prints for GCP location, which requires a
special configuration of our systems iine printer. Second,
the programs are poorly dccumented, difficult to modify, and
}	 produce cryptic cut'Fut and diagaostics. Third, the. _program s
are collectively ga!ite extensive cn our system configuratic'11(for example, refcrmatticg and deriving mapping functions
_	 costs about $200 in comgu ter time alone)_. vie nave thus begun
implementing a cut-down, bighly sFecial:ized rectification
program on a minicomputer (?DP-11/45) which ;ias significantly
_	 more cnliae disk storage (60C lMbytes) and an interactive
operating system (U,NIX)
A secondary data processing problem,which is relatively
straightforward, is the conversion of the Landsat radiance
;g	 numbers to surface upwel.ling radiance, using a combination of
a table lockup„and the atmospheric model.
'	 Initial Verification
Although both Landsat and field data are available for
several dates during 1916-77 snow season, a preliminary
calculation or"albedo based cu space measurements has not
" been attempted for the following reasons:
1. The initial version of the atmospheric model
k	 contained numerical instabilities whicn necessitated
its being redesigned, yhich is still under way.
2. Several ezrcrs werE discovered in the field
radiometer measurements, necessitatia<j a statistical
filtering of the recorded valuES.`'
3. The iaage rectification crcyrams :sere
initially 'run cn a summer image, to facilitate
location of control points in the study area. We have
ti	 had difficulty registering a winter> iiaage to the
rectified summer ima g e. `Ihc rrcgrams We are using
also Rio not readil rotate imagery so that it is
aligned to the cardinal airections, as are our terrain
datasets and TJSGS asps.
.., 
sue”	 .. 	 rr-^^-	 ......	 ....,..,.
—'^+^t T^	 yw.ev"w,wwpv-v..w.....:^x•rr.+^:: ^ ..':..ti..^_:.,..-"."°^___:..^• "^`•_..rw_4„^..+w.^^---^.
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We feel that, these errors have been remedied by moving
to a new computer envircument,	 developing a new atmcspher.ic
model, and recaiibrating cur field instruments.
once we are satisified that we can compute snow albedo
over.a uniform snowpack,	 we will attempt to extend the model
t over a topcgrahic surface, which ma_y necessitate corrections
for the high specular reflectance which snow exhibits at lcw
sun angles	 (Qirahirn and Eaton, 	 1974) .	 Areas where this is a
problem may be readily identified by combining the ephe3eris
calculations	 (program)	 with slc'pe and aspect infor_maticn
derived from the terrain tapes.	 Existing numezical
corrections fcr anisctrcpic reflectance	 (eg, ►Middleton, and
Hungall, 19:52)	 require some knowledge of. the physical
characteristics of the snewpack which may be difficult to
obtain from either remote sensing or field measurements.rt
1!
i
_i'y
IV. Development cf a Technique for Modeling
Incoming Lccgwave Radiation in ycuntaiaous Terrain
one of the most important parameters considered in the
energy balance of a snowpack is incoming thermal radiation
from the atmosphere and surrounding terrain. This is a
difficult - arameter to measure over an area, especially in
mountainous terrain. It must be modeled very carefully tc
qet meaningful results. There are typically large diurnal
variations and complications arc: caused by cloud cover,
forest cover, and surrounding skies.
Longwave radiation is important is the energy budget of
a.sncwcover because of the combined effects of the abserFtion
characteristics ct snaw im thethermal-region and the
attenuation characteristics of the atmosphere. Thermal
radiation excbange with a spew cover is contingent upon three
important coasiderations:
1.	 Snow is a near perfect abscraec of thermal
{ radiation,	 while being a good reflactoc of solar
r radiation	 (JS Army Corps or Engineers, 	 1956;
Kcndratyev,	 1973).
2.	 Clcud cover sibstantially af-fects the
surface radiation balance by reducing incoming solar
` radiation and by increasing incoming thermal
radiation.	 This is Especially important in high
`
alpine areas where extensive cloud cover is likely
during the saov season.
3.	 Thermal radiation exchaige occurs during
both day and night.
in order to realistically deal with the above
considerations,	 the loagwave radiation model shculd have the
,. following characteristics:
1.	 It should compute the variations in
atmospheric emissivity with elevation and time of
day.
2.	 it should account for the effects of
termssurrounding slopes 
in 
	 horizon 
.
effects )>`
and thermal raaiaticu ofthese-,slopes f
3.	 It should account to the effects of cloud a
cover and forest cover cn surface-t-bermal exchange.
4.	 The, mcdel shculd_be	 driven by a-limited set
of discontinuous surface me;as,urements.
Work to date on the Lcng`Aave ra-diation model has been
limited to clear sky conditions aLd does not include
COrrECtiCnS fCr forest cove r effe cts.-	 The assumption of a
i ` homogeneous saowcoverea surface is made.	 The a_odel has not
,'
r
..	 w	 e+.mod	
..	
..
r.-
,r..	 'iFi
..'..^....I....
	 +.	 _.ldnWPa^Ya.°4'1'v
...•,.:_.,ir.
	 x.	 ,.,^".a. v-	 •vvtiv.rwn-+r^....++!v
	
}.	 ^^	 ^ ^r
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beer, c'cmplet( ly	 tested at this time;	 though sufficient data
have been collected	 (see Appendix 2).	 The general structure
of the model is presented in the following section.
.j
1.	 The study area is divided into a grid using
the :VCIC oigitial Terrain Tapes in a mananer
;.	 j described b y Dozier and autca.lt	 ( A ppendix	 1) .
_	 Measurements of air temperature and vapor pressure at
^a
various times and elevations are then interpolated to
this grid using a lattice-tuning method and a
bi-cubic spline interFolaticn. 	 A temperature and a
vapor pressure is then stored for each cell in the
time/elevation matrix.	 This iricrmaticn is then used
to compute a temperature and vapor pressure for each
grid point at each time step of the model.
0	 2.	 Thermal emission from the atmosphere is
principally a fumctca of the	 water vapor, carton
dioxide, and ozone ccntents- (Paltrid(je Bind Platt,
1S76).	 Erutsaert	 ( 1975)	 developed a tecanique
whereb7 atmosphereic emissivity can be determined
from near surface vapor pressure and air temperature
measurements, eliminating	 the need, for vapor pressure
a.n:d temperature prcxiles cr soundings.	 This
technique is modified for the non-standard
F atmospheric conditcns encountered in alpine areas.
Corrections are made for both, pressure variations,
and temperature and vapor pressure lapse .rates, 	 whica
'measurements.are determined from field	 Atmosheric
emissivity is then computed Lcr Each grid point for
every tine step of the	 model..
.. 3.	 Using horizon information previously
computed	 (as discussed Earlier), 	 a thecmal vier
factor is computed fcr each grid point, using
'technigues developed by Reifscaider and Lull	 (1965),
F	 s and Lee	 (1972) , and modified by Dozier and Qutcalt
(Appendix	 1)
4.	 Incoming lcngwave radiatou from then
atmosphere-and surrouding slopes is then calculated'
for every grid point from the previously described
Y L' } irforma.tio-n for a	 variety of time steps.	 The
incoming_lcngwave radiation matrix is then stored for
later input to the sncWmelt made!, and plotted as
surface contour maps over the study area.
j	 Possible Errors and the NEed for Further Mork
i
The weaknesses cf-the model lie in its siarlity'ing
assuiption_ and in .iata measurement errors. the exCl-ision of
cloud cover ani forest cover I.arameters is responsible for
most model errors. As reliabie data becomes available on
these parameters they will nc included in the model. Valor
pressure data nlerived from p et cult tem eratarc is
•
_	
12
p; -- 	 ilarly	 unreliable at	 cr around 0 0
 C due to energy
released during phase change.	 A more reliable method for
determining vapor pressure will be explored.
	 surface
temperature of surrounding	 slopes, used in Step 3 aca've are!! generally poor estimates of reality.	 No account is made for
slope or exposure differences and the actual measurement of
the surface temperature is Frcbably unreliable.	 Eetter
techniques for measuring this parameter, 	 ossihly using
thermal imagery, mast be developed. 	 In general a few sites
where continuous measurements of 311 of the input parameters
could be collected would greatly enhance the modelle
reliability..
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Y. Snow-Soil, He at and Moisture Flo w in the Southern Sierra
The literature review cn soil heat and thermal processes
has been essentially completed. Methods have been determined
for estimating the various soil thermal and hydraulic
parameters required for input to soil heat-moisture transfer
models. Various yodels have been surveyed and have been
found to be both muthem-atically ccarlex and therefore
computationally expensive and partially inappropriate for the
conditions under which the model will be used.
Generally the literature has indicated that for the
,;_relatively coarse soils of the Southern Sierra a model of the
soi.l-snow heat and moisture exchange, should have the,
following attributes:
1., The model must he able to ca.lcalate heat
flow by conduction jith vacicus surface=.:n ary -
	 )!
layer conditions simulating diurnal and(I'seasonal
changes.
2.	 The model should account for -downward
percola t ion
na upward c heat r	 ^ thereby ameliorating 	 g t(}p an-sferl toa.n
overlying srcwpack_
3.	 The model must adequately si date the
transfer of heat due to upward diftus!,icn of water
vapor, ccunter to the downward percolotion of
meltwater.
	 ^l
4.	 The model must also be useful ill determining_
the formation cf frost, the degree of ice segregation
and the degree of ice saturation with given initial
ccnditiors, in .
 order to evaluate the efficiency of
meltwater runoff.
5.	 The model must yield, as output, predicted
temperature and moisture content at various depths
within the soil as well as an estimation of the total
snow-soil heat and moisture exchange.	 This allows
testing and calitratcn using in situ measurements.
6.	 The model must he compatible for use as a
subroutine to the sncsmelt model and its coupling to
a hydrologic flow model.
Many c`	 the surveyed soil mc3els require c_ommciz input
parameters.-	 Measurement and estimation of soil properties
for input into soil heat-moisture transfer models ace
presently underway.	 Samples obtained from ttie thermist:or/
soil moisture block sites are used in these procedures.
F
®0
go.
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soil Physical Ercpettizs
Textural and structural analyses of six soil samples
have been performed using standard sieve-weight partitioning.
These analyses determine the textural and structural
character, both iQpertant fat the estimation of thermal and
moisture properties.. The amcunts of clay and silt fractions
in the various samples have been sufficiently low such that
particle size analysis of these fractions using differential
settling methcde has not been 'used. In addition Ao the
r	 standard textural and structural analyses, miaei.(alcgical and
predcminant particle shape information has been gathered
using a standard binocular petrographic microscope With grain
count grids.
The previously described measured soil rropeties are
used in the calculation 'cf sail fcresity, bulk density,
optimum moisture content and ether parameters. These are
used in the estimation of soil thermal and moisture
properties.
The soil thermal ccnductivity and heat capacity will be
estimated by two methods. Texture, mineralcgical
compcsiticn, and particle-shape distribution of the various'
samples will be used as input to the material fractcn ©cdel
r employed by Philip ar.d DeVries (1557) to estimate these
properties. These estimates will-'te compared withthe
experimental values cf thermal ccndt:ctivity and heat capacity
for similar scils as determined ry Kerste.n (1949). The
temperature dependence cf thermal - conductivity and heat
capacity due to the presence of unfrozen water in, the fine
separate of soil (Penner, 19770) is neglected in the
calculations with our scil samples due to the low quantity of
fines present. However these parameters do effectively
change with; liquid water and ice ccntent (Nixon and
McRoberts, 1973) .
She hydraulic properties of the sail samples will be
determined using textural and particle, shape information with
the appropriate moisture characteristic and desorption
curves. Outcalt (1976) specified lc_g—log fit parameters to
abstract the shape cf bcth the desorption and the unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity curves. Soil porosity was used with
these parameters to establish the relaticnships between the
hydraulic head, the unsatrrated bydraulic conductivity and
the water volume content. These input values can alsc be
used to describe the thermal flo * as well since it is coupled
with the moisture transfer. Green and Corey ':1971) have
revic ed varicus methods ci calculating unsatarated hydraulic
condretivity using scil Fare—size ci stributuiou s -olely. They
concluded that all cf the reviewed aethcds ade:juately
predicted experiuen'taly meascred values for a range of soil
types. To oLtain estimaticns for the soils of the Sierra-
Nevada`, more than one methcd` will be used to calculate each
of the soil hydraulic-properties.
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Field Measurements
During the ;,slimmer and fall, 	 1977, field temperature and
moisture measurement sites TAere established is the test area.
^`. The locations of the test 4tes were chosen on the basis of
ease of access, lccatcn of the-CccFerative Snow Survey snow
courses, and the represemcativeness or the -location.
Seven thermistors and six soil moisture blocks were
installed at each site at various depths. 	 These were
sel' Iected to correspond	 to	 textural cr composition changes
obsirved during the installation.	 In some sites a total
depth-range sample was prevented due to difficulty in digging
holes.	 At twc sites, two soil moisture blocks were assigned
to each depth with separate holes.	 At the other sites all
six of the moisture blocks sere installed at various depths.
There were three thermistcrs placed within the soil at each
site at depths corresponding to those of some of the moisture
blocks.	 During the installaticn soil samples were cb*_ained
from the aFprcpriate depths, and a preliminary field --,
description was done.
0 Since the test sites were estatlished each site has been
visited during the srcw season to obtain is situ measurements
of soil and snow temperature and soil moisture content 	 (see
Appendix 4).
Soil' Moisture	 Elcck	 Accuracy
The soil moisture ticcks measure resistance across
stainless steel gri3s imFlanted in fine-textured
plaster-of-p'aris	 (gyEsum)	 blocks.	 The Lt,,oisture measured is
transferred from the surrounding 'soil into the block by the
capillary su,cticn of the blccx material. 	 Tue resistance
measured directly ccrrespcnds to the moisture content in
terms of percentage cE available cater for aafrozen
conditions.	 Although it is reasonable tc assume that the
black measurements are accutate, due to the textural contrast_
between the block and the surrea cin-g soil for unfrozen
conditions,	 it has been shown that the block resistance
increases greatly when freezing	 occurs	 (Sartz	 19.67,19710).
Also it is expected that the soil
,
 water system would; freeze
and thaw sooner than the hlcck Water system due to their
respective textures. 	 In cider to calibrate the block
0 measurements, 'during freezing,	 other	 moisture sznscrs have
been obtained with different ccnstructioa.	 Tuese sensors
operate on the same Fr:nciple as the blocks, 	 out consist of a
sandwich of stainless cteel and fiberglass.	 Tae porosity and
permcibility cf`thesc sensors is similar to that of the soil.
These sensors contain built-in trermistors and wayhe
oriented such that they are most sensitive to vertical
moisture movement.'	 They will rrcvide control data fcr
com Fa rative use with the ; soil moisture block data.
1t
-
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VI. Geographic Description of the Fergana Area
Intrcduct icn
This study provides a tasic geographic description of
the Fergana Valley in the South Central USSR, with emphasis
on the Soviet study area, Fart of the joint US/USSR
cooperative research program, which includes the basins of
the Gavasay, Sumea,ar, Kassansay and Fadsaaata Rivers- it
contains information provided by the Soviet Unicn on the
study area, as well as ,i_nfcrmatIcr coutained in earlier
progress reports..
Scviet Central Asia is Fart cf a vast synclinal
depression between the Russian and the Central Siterian
Platforms.	 Rolling plains,	 typical of the ragicn,
	 are made
distinctive by the effects of a desert climate, while the
southern rix is accented by the Pamirs,
	 the highest
mountains in the USSR. 	 The Fergana Valley	 (Fexganskaya
Dolina) , a large- intermcntane syaclincrium,
	
lies in the
central eastern Fart cf Soviet Central Asia
	 (Figure	 1) , just
north of the Pamirs.	 The Kuramin and Chatkal mountains
(ooth part of the Tien Shan Range)	 hound it to the north,
the Alai and Turkistan to the south, and the -Fergana
- Mountains to the east	 (Figure 2).
	
the floor of the valley,
sloping from east to West, is separated from the foothills
of the surrounding mountains by a series of well-developed'
alluvial fans.	 Flowing westuard along --the northern edge of
the valley is the Syr Darya.
	 South of the Syr Darya is an
area of relatively level land covered by sand dunes, salt
marshes', and salt lakes.	 A large alluvial fan at the
southwestern end of the valley was formed by sediments
-deposited Ly the swift-flowing Sckh river,
	 which disgorges
into the valley from the secntains in the south.
	
A zone of
springs and wells occurs around th la perisetez of the
alluvial fan betr.een the 450 and 400 m contours
	 (Plummer,	 et
al,	 1971) .	 On	 the west is the narrow	 (8 km wide)	 Leninabad
Pass,	 through which the Syr Darya flows, joining 'the Fergana
Valley to the Golcdnaya	 (hungry)	 Steppe.	 The Soviet study'
area, in the north-central portion of the valley, is bounded
by the, Kuramin_ Range to	 the west, and by the Chatkal Range.
- to the north and east. 	 River-s.-.which supply the Syr Darya
drain the southern sloFea cf these mountains	 (Figure
The Fergana Valley is at rouguly 40 0 to 42 0
 N
latitude, approximately the latitude cf Denver,
	 C:cicradc,
USA	 (Figure 3),	 pith a longitude	 cf 700 to 730 .	 The
valley is in	 the, fora cf ar elliree	 300 km long ,  and	 1 1; 0 km
wide,	 with an area of approximately 12,000 sg km.
	 dhe
surrounding mcuTtair.s reach an elevation of nearly 6000 m in
the south and 45CO m in the nerth', while the surface' of the
va11Cy rises r"rcr 300 tc 4C0 -m in the west 	 (Leninahad is at
325	 m)	 to 500 m at Andizhar. in tie eastern end,	 ar_d 900 to
1000 m in the southeast	 (Csh
	 in the foothills,
	
is at 990 m)(Suslcv,	 1961) .	 Ndmangan,	 in tue	 north, is at 440- ta,	 and
Fergana, in the south, is at 5.80 m.	 The surface cf the
valley is fairly level, the central part of rich is desert.
Salt playas_,	 for the most part dry, but flooded in some
years by high river water, are characteristic of this
K central region,	 as are salt-aarsh swaaEs, such as the
Dam-Kul,	 which are in the Frccess of drying out	 (Suslov,
r`. 1961) .
The Fergana Valley lies mainly in the Uzbek SSE and
partly in	 the Tadzhik and Kirgiz SSR's	 (Figure -4) _	 (The
intricate coundary delineaticn in the area stems frcm an
effort to include the mcurtain watershed areas with the
parts of the basin to which they supply water, and
` considerations cf different ' nationality groups) . 	 Although
Uzbekistan contains only cne-tbird of the total area in
-#	 421 Central Asia, the Fergana Valley provides it two-thirds ofthe	 population,	 three-fcarths of the industrial output, and
over cne-nalf of the arable- land.
The Fergana Basin	 (Figure 5)	 has the highest population
density and the highest concentraticu-of agriculture and
industry in	 tlzbekista'n	 (Greycry,
	
1968) .	 The foothill ring
t is the most densely Fopulatec; here there is a continuous
belt of cultivated, irrigated land which receives water from
{
numeroustarn streams.
	
This large populatica
'	 ' concentratio ^ in a wall a-tea contrasts with the large and
virtually uni-ahatited desert and semi-desert areas cf mast
.	 40 lof c	 t central Asia	 (Allwcrth,	 1967) .	 Most of the
Fergana Valley is characterized ty a rather dense rural
•' population of mere than 50 persons 1 er sg xm, rural
f	 - population making up 60% cr more of the total population of
the	 valley	 (CIA,	 1974) .	 Ho;iever,	 the western end	 ofthe
valley,	 in the Kckand regicn, has a rural population of only 	 s
' 1 to	 10 persons per sg km. 	 The .largest 'cities in the valley
are	 Andizuan	 117-,300),	 tlamangan' (164,000), 	 Kckand
(133, 000) ,	 Fergana	 ( 111 ,00C) , and	 "argelan	 (89, 000-)
Kuvasai and Leni.nsk have FcFulaticns cf 30,000 	 to
	
100,000.
Several cities along the southern edge of the valley have
populations of
	
10,00 .0 to 3C,CU0,	 +it •h many smaller cities of
less than 10,000	 (Burikin,	 1967) .	 llie quantity of -Dater
that is available partly explains tha density of villages
located on the lower elevations cf..-tfie alluvial fans and on
the	 numerous distri.butarie	 cf 'c"	 ;major rivers	 (Plummer,	 et
al.,
	
19.71) 
The vegetation of the	 Fergana Valley
	
(Fi-jure	 6),	 forms a
serii:s of belts,	 cr	 ring=,	 slrrcundin^j tAe central Fergana
desert aid extending, into the foothills and mountains-
surrcunding the	 valley.	 The natute of the plant cover of
this territory varies widely in relation to`Lhe local
elevation,	 s	 cre exFcsure, ar3 rainfall. distr_ibatuicn.
® Several main vegetative belts can he distinyuished: >	1)
desert,	 2)	 stEppe,	 3)	 rcur.tain-meadow,	 al-ine and
	 subalpine,
4)	 forests,	 thin- forests,	 and scrum, and 5)	 rociy ridges,
mounds,	 moraines, and	 firns	 with siarse	 vegetati-cn.
- 20
The vegetation of the foothill desert is mainly
represented by eFhemerals, sometimes in community with
wormwood and Russian thistle. 	 wczmwocd is found cn the
alluvial fans and into the foothills. 	 A typical feature of
eiphemeral vegetation is the fact that it develois crly in
the vet autumn Feriod and es ecially;in the spring period,
When the grass stand is continuous, even though short-lived(30-40 days) .	 With	 the cessation of tae spring rains,- the
above-ground part ci the eFhemers rapidly dries up and the
locale changes into a sun-scorched gray-yellow desert %ith
individual bushes of wormwood or 5ussian thistle, carpeting
only 30-40 percent of the ground.
Steppe areas are characterized mainly by
drought-resistant vegetation represented by various cereals
and some spring-autumn ephemers.
' eameadowsarechieF1 y	 c^.	 Fused of I'ue scFhytes^^,mounta in	 cm
whict require	 ear-rcun3	 reci itatiou for thai.r growth.
Y	 F
These meadows are fcu.nd at elevations of 1500-1300 m.	 he
grass stands typically grow to 1 m and 80-90 percent of the
x soil is covered by vegetation.
Subalpine vegetation is round at elevations of
r; 3000-3500 m._	 Grass stands arc dense, covering 85 -50 
percent ofthe soil, and it is 35--50 cm high.
Alpine meadows have the highest locat.i.ou	 (.7 200- 1000 m)
' and are represented-by mctle	 ss-I	 s^	 yra.:^	 cereal	 and	 ..edge..^:..
,... meadows.	 The height of glass stands here are 25-35 cm and
the soil is 50-8C percent covered' by, the vegetation.
Forests, as commonly understood, are scattered in small
tY°; sections.
	
Spruce, spruce-fir, juniper, and nut-bearing
forests are most common.	 Amcng the trees are found an
undetstory with infrequent clusters o,f spirea, 	 dog rose,	 and
honeysuckle.
Rocky sections of ridges and slopas,	 mouxrds,	 and Recent
moraines at the hig:best altitudes have sparse plant cover.
This zone has roughly the same apFearauce over the entire
territory _described.
Table 1, lists the distributicp of vegetative types,
by percent area, in the test site lasins.
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Figure 1. The Fergana Valley in respect to Soviet
Central Asia and the USSR (from CIA, 1974).
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km Rocks of r Hydrochemical I Igneous Chestnut Brown Meadow- Meadow Thin Mounds
Mesozoic Paleozoic Rocks; Soils Soils I Steppe Alpine I forests 6 Moraines
Paleogenic 6 Rocks Fissured Alpine Alpine Soils Subalpine i Scrub With Sparse
heogenic Fissured- Type of Meadow Eroded, Vegetation
Ages; Rocks Karst Type of Permeability Steppes Coarsely.
with Fissured Permeability Skeletal
Ea ` Type of Among
Hater Bedrock
a
Permeability Outcroppings
y
Padshaata 366	 22	 78 -- ,_ --	 38	 22 40 --	 61 -- 20	 19
Mouth of
Tostu
River -
r
Kassansay
Mouth of 1240	 8	 7 85 6	 43	 51 -- 10	 26 48 l0	 6
Uryukty
River ti
Gavasay, 361
	 --	
5 95 --	 40	 60 -- --	 35 7 58
;hunt of
y Ters River
Gavasay, 657	 --	 4 96 11	 53	 G 36 -- 15	 26 4 55	 --
k Gava_
kishlak
Village
Table 1. Rock complexes, soil cover and vegetation of test area basl,r*----1%by percent area)
Climate
The Fergana Valley lies in a semi-arid region with Gold
Winters and dry, hot summers. The Koppen-uiager c?"imata
	
i	 classification fcr the region falls in the boundary zone
betueen a dry, cold, desert (EWA) and a dry, cold sterEe
(BSk) (Strahler, 1974) . The Koppen System classific'* the
desert regions of Nevada-Utah in the western Uuited;`States
and the Atacama Desert in Chile as having similar climates.
This ccmFarisen is deceptive. The climate of the Fergana
must not be viewed cn a macrescale, -out a more me(ic or micro
level to fully understand the imiact of climate on the
valley's agricultural and industrial productivity.
The two most important physicgraphic factors in the
climate of the Fergana Valley are its continental location
and the surrounding mountain rances.- The valley's.__
geographic location basically removes any marine effect and
produces relatively Extreme. temperatures in all seasons.7
The (surrounding mountains modify this somewhat by providing
a rain shadow effect in some seasons and intense crcgrachic
conditions in others. In addition, the surrounding
0	 mountains gave the Fergana valley a more mild climate than
it might have, although sock and frost do occur in the
valley proper in recember and January, when the temperature
may fall as lcW as -15 0 C. At Tashkent, a first order
weather station about 80 miles northwest of Leninatad and
outside the Fergana Valley itself, temperature variations
8	 are much more extreme. This may be seen in the, mean monthly
temperatures, averaged over the period 1951 to 1960, shown
in Table 2. Figtre 7 shoes climcgraphs of Fergana,
Namangan, and Osh (waiter and Leith, 1967) .
Soviet Central Asia is basically under the influence of
travelling ,westerly air masses, with the cyclo- and
aat.icyclog'enesis intrinsic to it. Also quite important are
cyclones, moist westerly air masses, and cold northerly air
masses, lowering air temperature and causing precipitation.
	
s	 The relative abundance of spring and winter precipitation is
cawed by cyclonic storms from the red terranean and Elaclk
Seas. In summer, the air is too dry.for precipitation in
spite of orograph'.ic currents. The mountains to the south
provide a tarr.er producing a rain shadow effect from the
mon. ccn o% Southern Asia (Sus,l-ov, 1961)
Owing to the diversity. cf ,slcpe exposure with respect
'	 to the moisture-bearing air masses, precipitation varies
throughout the region. The mean-annual precipitation totals
fluctuate from 80-100 to 400-750' ¢m. (Resources of
Surface Waters of the USS5, 1969)
tJ The smallest annual Erecipitatioa totals are otservedin the Gavasay River basin, cccuEying the most westerly
position in the study area. As ore moves eastward,
precipitation increases-anti reaches maximum values in the
Padshaata River basin. on the southeast slopes of the
14
Chatkal range little precipitation fall:.. 	 In the valleys of
the Gavasay and Kassansay 	 rivers, at 1000-1800 m,	 the total
precipitation each year does not exceed 300 mm
	
(Resources of
Surface Maters of the USS&,
	 1969).	 Heavy precipitation
C'.► falls cn the east side cf the Chatkal range.	 in the
Pacskaata River basin, at 	 1500 m elevation, the annual
average is 700 mm; and near the crests of the Fountains,
	 the
average is 1000-1200 mm. 	 Figure 8 shows the distribution of
annual precipitation totals with elevation in this region.
In the foothill and low-mcuntain zones, 	 most ;recipitation
occurs in Winter and spring 	 (Figtre 9); summer and autumn
are dry.	 Table :, gives mean monthly precipitation and
grater balance data fcr Tashkent, Fergana, andizhan and
Namangan
Compared with the foothills,- FEecipitaticu totals are
more Evenly distributed throughout the year in the mountain
regions.	 At about 2000 m there is little difference between
sumser and winter precipitation tctais.
In most cases, in the mcuntain region, the number of
days with precipitation goes up Kith a--concommitent increase
in precipitation totals:	 the ma--n annual number of days
with precipitation in this region is _100 to 150 days.
Some years,	 preci^ itaticn in the form of rain showers
occur five to seven times a year in the basins of the
Padshaata and Kassansay rivers.
	 The showers may last 20-25
hours.	 Maximum_shcwer intensity	 varies from 0.10 to	 1.60
mm/mien or higher.	 In June 1957,	 the maximum shower
intensity in the Kassansay River basin reached 3.1 mm/min
(Resources of Surface Waters of the USSR, 	 1969)
Owing to the geographic Fositoz, this regi-en gets a
relatively large amount of solar Energy, especially in
summer.	 The influx cf solar radiation in the Foothill part
of the basin in a years time is about 140 kcal/cm2
(Handbcok on Climate in the USSR,	 1973).	 With increasEd
elevation, owing to a reduction in the density and dust
content of the air,
	 the total influx of radiation rises to
1 5.0-155 kcal /Cm 2 	(Handbcok cn Climate in	 the USSR,	 1 0,73).
	 The
largest mean-monthly levels ct total radiation are about 20
kcallca 2 and ccc;r it Jure ar,d July.. 	 The smallest
radiation influx is observed everywhere i;n December; it is
4-7._kcal/cm z 	(Handbcok	 cn	 Climate	 in the 'USSR,
	
1973) .
Annual levels cf net	 radiation chana'e over the
territory from 48 to 50 kcal/cm 2
	(Spravochnik pu klimatu
SSSR,	 1973) .	 The largest 'total mcntnly
	 levels	 (8--11
kcal./cm 2 )	 occur in June and J uly	 (Spravochnik po klimat^i
SSSB).	 Net radiation is lowest in`Lecamber and January,
when it drops to 0.3-0.5`kcaljcm2.
The` relaticnshiF .cf eva^oraticn with local elevation is
manifested quite clearly.`	 The amount of evaporation depends
'primarily on climatic factors; 	 mainly precipitation and
-	
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relative hucaidity	 The latter decreases abrurtly
	 with
elevation in	 the mountains.	 A graphic presentation of the
V	
e with
 elevation is given h	 Figuredecrease	 in va cr pressurp	 p
`r 10.	 Because precipi-taticn increases with elevation 	 (to a
certain point)	 evaporation also initially increases with
elevation;
	
at higher elevations,	 however., it decreases
"." (Shunts,	 1565) .	 In the valley	 proper, in summer,_ clear
skies and dry sukhovey winds from the southeast can cause
evaporation which may exceed annual precipitation by many
times.
' In the :ncuntaincus part of the basins, air temperature
decreases with elevation.	 Fcr example, at eievaticns to
1200 m the mean daily air temperature in January is from -2 ':
to -5 1 ; Fit 1200-2000- m, -3 to -70; and in the 2000-2000 m
IL zone, the mean daily air temperature 'drops ' to -d--to -90 (Resources of Surface Maters of thF USSR,
	 1S69).	 July and
August are the hottest' mcnths.
	 The highest mean daily
temperatures ar:: obs.erved in the foothills
	 (20-28°) .	 At
the Elevations cf
	 -3000 m it `does not exceed
	 1C-200.: 200J
irr.. In the high-meuhtain zone night frosts are common in summer..
In winter, on the slopes of the Chatkal range the
adiatatic lapse rate ranges from C27 to
	 1.40, and in
summer gradients range from 0.11 ,
4 
to 0.73 a
	jResources of
Surface Waters of the USSR,	 1:69' .
r
h tiT l
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Table:2.. Mean Monthly Temperatures
for Tashkent, 1951-1960
k _ AC OF
January .9 33.6
February 2.8 37
. March 6.3
l
43.1-
April 14.3 57.7
FY
^r
May 19.5. 67.1	 f
June 24.5 76.1(
_	 July 26.9 80.4
August 24.8 76.6
.. September 19.5 76.1K
October 12.4 54.3	 -
November 5.3 41.5
{ ^`
December 1.2 34.2
r
Mean 13.2 5.8
i
µ -(from World Weather Records, 1967)
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Table
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NAMANCAN	 U.S.S.R.
 0	 2 27 72 126 168 180 152 91 46	 13	 2 879 (
P 24	 13 30 21 21 8 - 7 1 4 20	 17	 21 18T i
ST
AE
52	 •63
0	 2
66
27
56
31
39
38
23
24
13
17
8
6
6
6
5	 9	 28
21	 13	 2 187
, s 0 0	 0 0 41 88 144 163 146 85 25	 0	 0 69Z
S 0	 0 -_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0	 a 0
FER6NANA,
PE
U. S. S. R.
0	 0 20 67 116 .164 184 153 92 38	 9	 0 843
Or P 22	 14 26 19 21
11 6 3 2 14	 1T	 16 171
ST 52	 66 72 61 44 27 15 9 7 6	 14	 30 i
AE 0	 0 20 30 38 28 18 9 4 15	
9	 0 171
' 0 0	 0 0 37 78 136 166 144 88 23	 0	 0 612S 0	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0	 0 0
AniJAN,
PE
U.S.S.R.
0	 1 22 99 120 159 169 140 Be 38	 13	 1 850	 -^
f " P 27	 22 38 24 22 10- 6 2 3 19	 17	 20 210
ST 58	 79 95 74 53 32 19 12 9 8	 12	 31
AE 0	 1 22 45 43 31 19 9 6 20	 13	 1 210
0 0	 0 0 54 T7 .128 150 131 82 18	 0	 0 640
P S 0	 0_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0	 0 0
TASHKENT,
PE
U. S. S. A.
0	 2 21 61 115 160 180 150 86 42	 14	 2 833
P 45	 37 63 51 29 12 3 --1 5 26	 34	 42 348
ST 127	 162 204 197 148 90 50 30 23 22	 42	 82
' AE 0	 2 21 58 78 70 43	 _ 21 12 2T	 14	 2 348
0 0	 0 0 3 37 90 137 129 74 15	 0	 0 485
0	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.	 0	 0 0
€. r
xrrj
ti PE Potential evapotranspiration AE Actual evapotranspiration
t- P Precipitation D Water deficit
w
® ST` Soil moisture storage S Water surplus
(from Average Climatic Water Balance Data of the Continents, 1963)'
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Soils
soils of the Fergana valley have widely varying
Water-physical 	 FrcFerties.	 The semi-arid conditions that 	 3
49 redca nate in the region, in conjunction With topography
and parent material, have produced a gray soil kncwr as
sierczem.	 Sierczem soils deve.loF under arid conditions on
windblown deposits	 (loess)', along riedmont areas,	 and on
alluvial fans where rivers, emerle from mountains.' 	 Sierozem
soils cover only 2	 of the USSR, rut dominate the Fergana
Valley	 (Figure	 1`1).	 Small areas cf soils such as Regcscls
and Lithoscls can be icund intermittently in the vallev.
In the foothills to 1600 m elevation, sierozems develop
beneath a, grassy cover with erhemecs	 (Figure	 11) .	 1he
sierczems have a scaly-laminated structure iii the surface
layer, changing into a slightly cloddy layer.	 Below lies a
weakly compacted 	 horizon with say. regation of grains and
concretions of carbonates, underlain by a layer rich in
cartcuates and gypsua.	 3icgenic constitution(foraminatedness and vesicularity) 	 is distinctly evident in
the sierozems of different kinds.	 The carbonate profile: is
well-defined, even though the Entire soil is carbonate in
character.	 The content of nca-silicaceous salts is high,
from 5 to 20 percent or more of the total soil mass.	 The
sierczems differ in content of elements with water;-resistant
microstructure,
	
that is, structural entities larger than	 1.0
f,	 4
sti
MM. But-oa the other hand, the water-resistant
microstructure is Well- defined: in fact, it is determined
by the fairly favorable water--air properties - good water
permeability and high, mainly capillary, porosity. The
humus content in sier02ems fluctuates from 1 to 4 percent.
The specific weight of sierozems is 2.5-- 2.8; the bulk
weight is 1.0 - 1.6 and the porosity is 50-60 percent. ; The
total. water permeability cf the sierozems is J.5 - 2.1
MM/Sin.	 (Resources c surface waters of the USSR, 1969)
Characteristic of the sieroze s is a ncnleaching type
of water regime. The soil layers begin to ue wetted in
autumn or winter	 Total wetting depth varies from 1 to
2 m. Sierozeas in the .estezn Titan -Shan in a 2 m layer have
a water reserve cf 382 mm (Karpov, 1960). At the end of
March or the begiazing of April vegetation starts rapidly
drying up. Dessication is usually completed by May (Bode,
1963) .
Using classification schemes aevelcred in the GS,
Sierczem soils can be classified under the crier of
Aridisols or Aerosols. The classification Aridiscl is from
the`Compreten`sive Scil survey System and kerosol from the 	 a
PAC-UNESCO soil mar, and "Soil Systesr of the world's Grady,
1-1-74).
Aridiscls are mineral soils L-a l in and climates.
Exce;Ft where there is graded water or irrigation, as is the
case ir. much cf the Fergana valley, all of the soil horizons
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are dry more than 6 months of the year. Conseguently, they
have not been subject to intensive leaching. They have an
ochric epiFedion generally light in color, low in organic
matter, and way be card and massive when dry. They may have
a horizon of arcumuiaticn cf calcium carbon-ate (calcic) ,
often with an underlying layer of gypsum,', or even mere
soluble salts (Brady, 1974). The Sieroze j soils of the
Fergana Valley come under the sutcrder Orthids. This
suborder is broken down into too groups. The first group is
composed of soils of gently cr moderately s.loeing terrain,
used mostly as range land with some irrigated crcr_. Areas
in the United States that have similar soils include
northeast Arizona, central and northeast New dexicc,
soutbeast Coicradc, and south-central Idaho- The second
group includes 'soils of gently sloping to steep terrain. An
area in the US that has a similar soil is north- central
Nevada.' `Orthids are dilferentiatz,d from other suborders of
Aridcscls by the absence of a horizon of clay accumulation.
-- Xeroscl, another term used fcr the classification of
desert or semi-desert soils is broken into four suborders,
only three of which apply to soil types found in the Fergana
Valley. They are harlid (typical xerosols-or semi-desert
soils), calcic (semi-desert soils With h distinct lime
accumulaton horizon), and gypsic (semi-desert soils vi h a
distinct gypsu -m accumulaticn'``hcrizcn) .	 -
Sierozems are typically rich in calcium and form good
agricultural soils when irrigated and fertilized. iiithout
irrigaticn, Sierczems are not suitable for growing crops.
Areas that are not irrigated are used for sheep and cattle
grazing,,but Froductivity jer unit area is low.
Brown and chestnut soils are found at higher
elevations.	 These soils develop under sheep*s fescue and
quack grass-mctley grass--brush steppes, and can be found to
an Elevation of 3200 m.	 Loose ,loess and loesslike_rocks on
deluvial and Fluvial deposits are the soil-forming rocks of
this group.	 In mechanical composition they are
► fine-grainEd, rubbly, and rubbly-gravely.	 flames content
varies fro g 4 to 20 percent.	 The structure of the humus
horizono is highly water-resistant and water-permeable,
nutlike, or cloddy-granular,	 intergrad.ing into coarse-cloudy
with depth.	 carbonate content in the upper part of the,7he
profile is 1	 to 4 percent,	 ana in the lower profile - to	 10
percent.	 Physical Frcperties of these soils may be
described as follows 	 specific weight 2.5 - _2.8;	 bulk
weight 0.6 -	 1.1; anfl_poresity 56 - 66 cercent 	 The seater
permeabili t y	 is	 1.8 - ,2.1	 am/min_(besources of Surface
Maters of the	 USSR,	 1969) -
Tight-brcvis meadow-sterre soils occupy the higl;est
sections -of the slopes ct the ranges and their 	 watersheds,
reaching the perpetual snc,wz	 ThE soils are thin, contain
from g to 20	 percent humus, are mea ly differentiated by
_ horizons,	 and are rul:bly.-	 Soils	 underlie suoalpine and
ralpine compact meadcv-steppe grass stands on deluvial and
eluvial Paleozoic and moraine deposits. 	 Soddin g of the
upper horizon and good granular structure is tyZical.
	
The
total porosity is 4! - 63 percent; porosity in the humus
horizon is 57 -	 60 percent.
F
Frecipitaticu exceeds evaporation in the zone cf
` meadow-stappe scils; this ensures a leaching type of water
regime.	 Most of the zone is characterized by near-surface
^. bedding of sail-groundwater; its s=irface rises into the soil
' profile during snow melt, during the spring-autumn rains,
and scmetimes even in heavy summer rains.
k- In the Padshaata River basin the light-brown
meadcv-step pea hip 	 g4-wcu.nta3n soils 	 (coarsely skeletal) 	 are
developed;	 they fora amidst cutcrcpFintjs of bedrock and in
the region of glaciers and firns beneath sparse meadow
vegetation, and are to be found in small isolated patches.
The soil body is continuously :ratted.
Principal soils in the Soviet study area are listed in
Table	 1.
A major prohlem in the agricultural areas of the test
site, is soil salinity.	 In areas cf prolonged. cultivation,
such as the Fergana, excessi ve salts may accumulate.	 This
is Especially tree of the "central portion of the valley.
These soils require careful drainage and salinty control.
The soils near the perimeter of the valley, including 'the
foothi lls and lr ver slopes of the mountains, are reasonably
uniform in physical and chemical composition and do not
contain harmful salts	 (Allworth,	 1967,	 3urikin,	 11967).
In the central and western parts of the valley there
are ,ands and alkaline marebes.	 At the bases of the
mountain ranges, broad fans of,prcluvial and deiuwial gravel's	 S	 96	 Sdepo s its occur
	 (.. uslcv,	 1 x.:01) . ! 	 oils in these areas are
not cf much agricultural im p ortance.	 They fall under the9
great soil grew	 of Re cscl_ and Lithosols. 	 re
weakly develcFed soils cn loose, non-alluvial deposits
(loess, sand).	 The three sutcrders that apply are Eutric
Regcscls,`-alcarlc REgosols, and Lystric Regosols.
Lithcscls are ncn-arable soils, not even fit for grazing
under most cendition.s.	 They are primitive, rubbly soils no
-' more than 30 cm deep on bed rock	 (braay,	 1974).
Suslov,	 writing on the central desert perticn cf the
va11Ey states:	 "Inten_ive	 ;rccesses of	 weathering cf
Tertiary ccnglomErate and sandstone, 	 and also of recent
_	 sandy alluvial deFozits alcrng 	 the Syr Darya, lead to the
creation of ccnsiderable areas of sh ift ing sand.	 Cn ly along
the ;margin of the valley ithe sand somewhat secured by
vegetation.	 the' partially mcbile'_and of the center	 a
Cc accumulates in recent harchans, with he yhts up tc 50 feet,
which move east, covering	 fields and settlements."
Writing abcut the gravel de^csits, Suslov makes note
that the gradual _eresicnal "disintegration of these
formations creates, at first, individual table mountains,
and, later, a highly brcken relief.	 The rivers have large
fi dry deltas, as :cr example, the huge alluvial fan of the
Sokh River,	 which irzigates Kc'kand. Casis, and the delta of
the Isfayram Fiver."
/rl
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Figure 11. Soils of the Fergana Valley
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Completion of caption to Figure 11 on preceding page
1. gray-brown desert, takyr, and sandy soils of the plains
2. zone of sierozems, mountains and foothills
3. zone of dark brown and chestnut soils
4. zone of light-brown soils of high-mountain steppes
!► 5. high-mountain and desert-steppe takyrl ike and syrt soils
6. strongly sal inated soils on salt-bearing Tertai ry deposits
7. light-brown, meadow-steppe, high-mountain soils, eroded, coarsely skeletal
amidst outcroppings of bedrock, fi rns, and glaciers
t
> 8. boundary of region
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The Fergana Val,,Ley lies an the north western Edge of
the	 Famir Range, the highest mountain range inthe USSR.
The Pamirs were uii;fted %hez the Indian plats collided with
the	 Asian plate during- the Cenozoic 	 (Dietz and Holden,
•• 197G).	 Tectonic activity from plate movements during the
Quaternary created the Fergana valley and the mountain
^. rancrs which surrcund it 	 (Figure	 12) .	 The Fergana is a drop,} block valley surrounded by rapidly uplift i ng ,mountain ranges(Eelcusov and Grovskii,	 195E).	 the area is described by the
C Ministry of Geolcgy,	 USSR, as a region of perigeosync.linal
complexes hhich are Fart of the tectonic regime of the
Scytbc-Turanian structures	 tMinistry of Geology,	 1964).
Figure 13 is a stylized mar of the Fergana area showing the
qeneral tectcnic structure and seismic activity.
The Fergana gec_ynclinal regicn can be divided into
mountain and foothill secticna.
	 The study area includes
diverse topography - from alpine zones through regions of
medium- and lcu-elevaticn, 	 tc_ footnills and flatland.	 The
! average elevations of the river watersheds in the study area
vary irom 2300-2800 0.	 Regions or medium-elevation relief
are dissected by deep and marrow 	 valleys, while regions of
low-elevation contaia numerous valleys,_ gorges, 	 ravines and
kettlet.cles.
E	 ^^
'	
r CO
The geologic structure oJI :
 the study area and its
'" surtcundings are associatEd somewhat with the terrain.
There is a ccnsi,stert shift from
	 the periphery to the crests
of the ranges of geologic blcclks	 Whichdiffer in age,
comFcsiticn,	 degree of dislccaticn and aydrologic
kcharacteristics. older,	 consolidated igneous and,
metamorphic rocks are fcund at higher elevations while less
consolidated Quaternary deposits 	 are tound at the feet cf
slopes, alcnq	 the .flccrs cf, valleys, and in karst tasins.
' The	 Kuramin and the southwest portion or the Chatkal ranges,
are composed chiefly cf recent intrusive igneous rocks and
t older	 (Paleotcic)	 metancrphic rocks. 	 Iatrustive and
extrusive igneous	 cocks ccntain-fissures more than 50 m ;deep
r and hence fors gccd water reservoirs.	 Clayey and sandy
slates, also
	 widespread, are nearly impermeabie.
	 Fissures
r contained within the,m are	 usually	 narrow dnd shallow in
depth	 (to 30 m) ,	 so their water stcrage capacity is also
small and few 'spring; issue from these rocks.
	 Pure
Limestones are rarel y
 .found in the area.	 In ;.laces,
deluvial fcrmatictis cverlie the broken terrain of the
mountain ranges.	 The foothills an y
 valley fluor acs comFcsEd of Tertiary sediments an^I ^uarternary alluvium from
the surroundirg mountains. 	 Lithclugic ccmrlexes in the
watersheds are shcwr, in. Table
	 1.
llhe Fergana	 Willey is ` sei	 Micall . active.major
^-fault runs- slc g	 the ao.rch side cf the valley at	 the base cf
the	 Kuramin,	 C:hatkal and Fergana	 Mcuatain Ban.;es	 Faul tin g
is evident on all aisles of tha valley
	 from geophysical
evidence and	 gectbaraal activity	 (ministry of Geology,^,;
` 1966E	 Earanov,	 1969).'
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R	 Figure 12. Fergana Valley and surrounding mountaine	
ranges.
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Figure 13. General tectonic structure and s2'ismic
activity of the Fergana Valley region (a-fter Belousov
and Grovskii, 1958).
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Aydrogeolcgy
Groundwater conditioes in the Fergana Valley are the
result of varying aquifer-system characteristics such as
aquifer materials, altitude, lccaticnal relaticn tc
irrigation outflcw points, anJ location in relaticn to other
water-bearing or Water-confining reeks. The hydregeolcgy cf
the study area is determined largely by the structural
geolcgy. Due to the varying water-hearing nature of the
different rocks and unccnscli,lated deposits and their
subsurface spatial variation, the groundwater
characteristics vary spatially even within a-given water
body; (Figure 14) .
Infiltration in the mcuctaincus areas supplies
groundwater tc the Fergana basin. Taere is however little
surface water i:nfilt-raticn at the higher elevations in the
zone of igneous and ffetamcrFhic rocks. Infiltration mainly
occurs from channels which flow through the less
"consclidatEd late Tertiary and Quaternary fluvial, alluvial
and glacial deposits. Mcst intiltration replenishes
groundwater; some re-emerges in depressions both at
springs and rivers, and some supplies flows in the alluvial
fans of the streams. Grcundrater in the study area is
supplied primarily by inriltratico from surface streams.
Cartcuate bedrock provides a-supzlementary source of
grourdwater. atmospheric: precipitation typicall y Flays a
small Fart in suFFlying the groundwater, since the Water
table lies at considerable depth. The denudation cf the
mountain ranges and the large local slopes provide good
drainage and favorable conditions for intensive water
turnover. Because cf the slopes in the Zaadyr and Mezbadyr
depressions, groups of groundwater flows, suprlied by
infiltratcn from numerccs surface streams, are formed in
this part of the study area.
The aquifer system of the area may he broken down to
include three categories: 1) shallcw water body, 2)
unconfined and semi-confined water body and 3) confined
® water body. A shallow water bodl is defined as groundwater
that occurs at shallow depth in shallow wells ithis may be a
perched Water body) that is usually semi-discrete from eth.e.r
groundwater bodies. Shallow water bodies are commonly
supported by a relatively impermeable layer of fine
sediments, silts cr clay. These bodies occur only in
younger alluvium and probably in the flood hasin deposits
where Water bearing deposits are interlayere3 with
lacustrine and marsh sediments. These water bodies often
result in salinity Frcbleus':and'mainly jccur in the bottom
of the Fergana Basin in areas 	 marsh and solonchak '(cr
developing acrizcns), and are commcn in the Adyr'area cf
alluvial terraces (Suslcv, 1961)
U,zcon fined water bodies -g ay be`idzntified frcm well
data as having ;little cr no difference in heaa with. varying,
depth. These usually cccur in unccnscliaatsa deposits that
i*.
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are not interhedded kith fine grained'lacustrine or marsh
deposits. Tertiary c-onglomerate and sandstone overlain in
the foothills by broad fans cf prcluvial and deluvial gravel
deposits such as in the desert pastures on the margin of the
Fergana Basin are conducive to such environments. The
unconfined grcundwater bodies .found in the Zaadyr and
Mezhadyr deFressicus of the study area have no Fressure head
and lie in boulder-gravel deposits at-considerable depth.
VI
Semi:-confined and confined conditions occur where the
crater body is bounded at the base and/or surface by
impermeable layers cf soil, 	 regolith, or rock.	 These water
bodies tend to occur in lower valley areas adjacent to
foothill terraces and in the central portion where alluvial
materials, loess, and varyin.-facie fluvial material are
interbedded and interfingering. 	 in the Soviet study area,
they occur along the periphery of the Zaadyr and Mezhadyr
depressions where water-bearing horizons are enclosed
between relatively impermeable clay formaticns. 	 A pressure
bead is created by the slope gradient from the low foothills
(adyr) along the borders cf the deFresssions. 	 When these'
horizons contact sandy gravel deposits, numerous springs
occur.
Groundwater cf the Northern	 Fergana deiressicns(Kassansay, Gavasay and other .river basins)	 is found mainly
-in alluvial and proluvial gravel deposits. 	 In the north,
c;lo*e	 to the fc;,c'thills cf	 the adyr,	 the	 gravel beds are
exposed; in the'.•-sohth they are overlaid by sandy loams and
foams, creating confined aquifer cenniticas. 	 The thickness
- 
of tee loam ,deFcsits varies from 1-3 m in the north to 20 m
or more at tae Syr Darya.	 lie alluvial fans of the rivers
in the study area are inccmFletel,y manifested, since the
rivers have swept away their peripheral- Farts.	 Within each
alluvial fan there is a specific zone: of ground and sub-head
water flow.
The alluvial fan of the Kassansay River, south of the
Kassansay and Namanganskiy adyr, 	 is	 11-12 km wide and 20-25
km long.	 its southern, limit iS found between the first and
second terraces above the flccdplain of the Syr Darya.	 Here
the flow cf groundwater is supplied mainly by infiltration
from the Kassansayskaya trans-adyr and the Kukuzbayskaya
mezh-adyr depressions. 	 It is additionally recharged by
infiltration from surface streams,	 which form -a comilex
► hydregraphic network on the alluvial. fan.	 In the upper part
of the fan, ',the water table Ties at a 4,apth of 40-60 m;	 this
depth "decreases as	 the flow ,aFFrcaches the Syr Darya..
- Hater also flows along faults cc thoujii the karst
reyicas'of carbonate rocks.	 ;aatEr along faults	 (bcrderin_g
r the	 valley}	 in addition tc the underfloor discharge fromp	ys	 s	 _	 _mountain slopes and valleys raise_ the level az orator bodies
in tee three categories discussed above and leads tc the
salir.izinq an3 swamping of loulands	 (Suslov,	 1961) .	 Jcinteu
metaacrhic and igneous rcc};s have: structurally controlled
:as
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water. permeability. They are cverlai.n by shaies, with
inte'rbeds of sandstone. Groundwater in these rocks is less
abundant ttan in the linestcnes and is characterized by low
mineral content, monolithic aquifers, and less issurirg to
provide storage.
Mineralization of the grcundaater confined in
Mesozoic and Cenozoic fcrmaticns gradually increase_ with
distance from the peint or recharge. However, the mineral
eon'tent of water emerging at s priags :foes not exceed .5
g/liter; the water type is calcium hydrocarbonate and
calcium-maynesium hydrocartcnate.
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Figure 14. Geomorphological scheme of the Fergana Valley: 1 - Mountains surrounding the valley;
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s snow	 r:Y,lrclogy
ry	 ;j
Prec pitaticc falls as snow mainly from November
through March..	 Cn the southern slopes of the Cnatkal.
Range, from 25 to 45 days	 rith snow are observed at the
1000-1500 m elevations.
« Snow depth and the water content or the sncwrack vary.
' s._ 7	 p	 a	 —In the	 middle elevation	 _cn.,	 ...now; deptn is typically	 80	 90
cm,	 though in some years it reaches	 100-110 cm.
	 On the
southeastern slopes of the Chatkal Range, at elevations from
1400 to 2200 m, the later content of the pack varies from
100 to 225 mm..	 In some years is the Padshaata River basin
it reaches, acre than 375 mm.	 Figi;re	 15	 shows the
distribution of rater content of s,ncw cover by elevation in
-: the G a vasa	 Rivet: in	 1942.y
Dates of ablation vary with elevation.
	 In the
foothills, at elevations to	 1500	 m,
	 the snowcover typically
forms during the second and	 third	 ten-day periods i n
x November and disappears during the second and third ten-day
s: periods of March.	 At elevations cE	 1500-2500 m, snow cover
"tillforms at the end of Cctcber and persists	 the end of
April.
	
At elevations above 3000 m; snow covers the ground
from the second, ten-day pericid of September until
	
the first
ten-day period of June.
f	 s Streams in the Syr Darya basin are primarily supplied
r'. by meltwater.	 The indicator of the river recharging type
.. E
x,
was calculatEd as the ratio cf the discharge in July to
September to	 the discharge in March. to June..	 Using this
^	
..
method,	 the	 rives...	 in	 this	 le.s ^ g'icn can be classified as
K
rivers whose annual discharge is determined mainly by
w , fluctuations in precipitaticn.	 The effective precipitation
in the area is retained in stcraSEas sncw'and released as
snow melt Feriogically	 to the basins channels 	 (the major
.; one_ being the _ yr Darya,	 aaryn,	 anO Kcira Darya Rivers).
The Syr Darya and Naryn have mixed glacial-snod feeding
4 resulting	 in	 two 
high
	 water periods:in spring
	 (April-'day)
E or:from melting	 ( Jutre	 y)	 during the
period of ice thaw	 (Suslcv,	 1961)_.	 Theis tributaries are	 3
supplied primarily by snowmelt in the spring.`
	 in	 April
these rivers manifest violent activity,	 yet by July an
abrupt reduction cr discharge is observed die to depletion
of scasoral snow cover.	 The variability of annual discharge
in crow-f-Ed streaas is determined rrimarily by the 	 variation
in the water content of sncW at the beginning of sncwmelt.
The	 varl.ability in	 meltwater from perpetual s.aods an-,I
glaciers, on the other hand,	 is act de ena_ent on the mount
of annual precipitation, but is determined largel y by the
amount or energy receivEd Ly the Eurfa ;e ai the snow andt ice.	 (Tables 4 and	 5)
Because meltwater is the main source of river recharge,
~
the distribution of discharge through the year is determined
, mainly by the accumulation of snck and ice in the	 mean*.dins,
sir_ _ !.	 • ..	 _	 ,. __^
and partly on variability- .in inriltratiou -and evaporation.
k Not only the amplitude of fluctuations in the annual
y discharge, but also the lcn3- tera trend of discharges from
Central Asia -stre"ams are determined by their supply source -
meltwater from se-ascnal snow and/or from perpetual snows and
glaciers.	 all the streams in the Fergana Valley are
classified as snow—glacier and sncw-fed streams.
	 In the
"	 - mountain' .regions the amount ' cf precipitation generally
' increases wI.tb elevation, while vapor pressure decreases
M3	 .,
'
with increase`4 elevation and lower temperatures
	 (Figure 10) .
For this rEasca the discharge norm typically increases with
elevation..	 However, since the aacunt or precipitation andw discharge in the mountains is also influenced, by the
orientation of the slopes in relation. to the prevailing
direction of the movement of air masses, the dependence of
discharge on elevation shows u . r most ' clearly for relatively
restricted orchydrographic re_Jicns1
Table 6 shows the distributuicn ,:of snow+
 surveys in the
Al study area..
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Figure 15- ;Variation of water content of snow cover with altitude.
(Basin of Gavasay River, 1942)
1 = water content at end of February
2 = water content at end of March
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C	 ANNUAL METEOROLOGICAL ELEVATION OF
CALCULATED Y DYSCHARGE STATIONS FROM METEOROLOGICAL
-PERIOD OF
	
--
_ _
IN WHICH STATION, m
OBSERVATIONS CALCULATED METEOROLOGICAL
OF DISCHARGE, PERIOD FACTORS ARE
YEARS RECORDED
Gavasay	 1937-60	 0.26	 -.37
	
0.33
	
0.80	 0.28'	 mouth of the
	
1818
River,
	 _	 Ters River
Mouth of
t
	
he Tern
	
_
River
	
Padshaata	 1936-60	 0.66	 -.48 -.45	 0.68.	 0.21	 mouth of the
	
Mouth of	 Tostu River	 1529
the` Tostu
River, 2.6
km above
Mouth
Table 4. Coefficient of Correlation between Discharge of (later and Meteorological Factors
(Precipitation and Above-Zero Air Temperatures)
W
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BASIN OBSERVATIONS ELEVATION NUMBER OF
Snow-Stations Precipitation __Ai-rborne-
Meters Controlled
Staffs
Gavasay_
	
1927
	
1200-2700 m
	
23	 3 9
Padshaaita	 1928,	 136`0-2190 m	 19	 2 -
RIVER STATION AREA OF
UA72ERSHED
km
MEAN
ELEVATION
OF
WATERSHED
OBSERVATION
PERIOD
TOTAL
NUMBER
OF YEARS
OBSERVED
USED IN
STUDY
MEAN OURIUG OBSERVATION
PERIOD
Velocity	 Modulus	 Layer of
of Hater
	
of	 Discharge
Flow	 Discharge	 ml Y
m /sec	 liters/sec
per km
MEAN DURING
MULTIANUUAL PERIOD
Velocity Modulus of Layer of
of 'Hater	 Discharge	 Discharge
FI3ow	 litersl2sec	 m
m /sec	 per km
CAICULATED
VALUE OF
Cv
ADOPTED
VALUE
Cv
1 2 3 4 5 6 7	 8	 9 10	 11	 12 13; 14
Padshaata Mouth of 366 2830 1925-62 37 6.01	 16.4	 517 6,03	 16.7	 526 0.20 0.21
Tosto River
Chanach Cbanachsay 133 2630 1938, 12 (1.76)	 (13.2)	 (416) (3.76)	 (13.2)
	 (416) -- -
1941,
1944,
1949,.
1950,
1952,
1955,
1956,
1959-62
Kassansay Mouth of 1240 2480 1545-62 18 8.93	 7.20	 227 (8.50)
	 (6.85)	 (216) 0.26
the Uryukty 1780 2330 1925-42 16 9.80	 5.50
	 373 10.8)	 (6.07),	 (191) 0.77' 0.30
River, 1780 2330 1925-60 35 10.8	 6.01
	
191 10.8	 6.07	 191 0.28 --
Baymak 1962
kishlak
Uryukty Uryuktysay 86.5 2180 1941, -7 (0.64)	 (7.40)
	
(233) (0.62)	 (7,17)	 (226)
__ 
1947,
1948,
1950'
1960,
1962
Uryukty Mouth of 116 2190 1947-62 16 0.48	 4,14	 130 (0.45)	 (3.88)	 (122) 0,37 --
Uryuktysay
River
Alabuka Alabukasay 208 2520 1938, 18 (2.53)	 (12.2)
	 (383) (2;40)	 (11.5)	 (363) -- --
1941,
1944,
1952,
1955,
1957-62
Sts.sar Sumsersay 90.0 2600 1941, 8 (1,01)	 (11,2)	 (353) (1:00)	 (11.1)	 (350) -- -
1945-50,
1959
Kcksarek Koksareksay 96,2 2510 1941 1 (0.78)	 (8.11)	 J255) (0-90)
	 (9.36)
	
(295) -- -
Gavasay Mouth of 288 2840 1932-38 6 (3.82	 13.3
	 419 (4.20)
	 (14.6)
	 (460)
the
Beshtashata
River
Gavasay Mouth of 361 2840 1932-62 31 4.96	 13.7
	
432 5.05	 14.0	 441 0,28 0.28
the Ters
River
Ge vasay Gava 657 2460 1.925-62 36 5.98	 9,10	 287 6,29
	
9.57'	 301 0.31 0.32kishlak
Table 5. Discharge of Rivers in Test Area
^^r	 t
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General Hydrology
Streams in the study area are also supplied, tc some
extent by inflow of groundwater from mountain valleys and
slopes. This source is also indirectly dependent on
snowmelt, since groundwater recharge is determineu Eriaarily
by the volume of meltwater. Streams fed from groundwater
occur in the upper foothill belt (up to 1000 m) and are fed
by groundwater and showers. They tend to have small steady
or intermittent discharges with occasional flash flooding
during intense storms (Suslov, 1861).
The Syr Darya follows the ucrthern rim of the Fergana
Valley. Its upper section, the Naryn River, enters the
valley from the east th.rough the Fergana Range. Surface
water in the basin occurs as flue in the Syr Darya, in its
tributaries (including the Sckh River), in the dense network
of irrigation, and as standing water in shallow closed'
basins and artificial :reservoirs (Figure 2) .
In the study area, the Gavasay, Sumsar, Kassansay and
Padstaata rivers have the highest discharge of streams which
drain the southeastern slcFes of the Chatkal range and the
Kurauin mountains. All these rivers are right hank
tributaries of the Syr Darya. These rivers do not freeze
over, widely, (the period when these streams are frozen;
typically does not last longer than 80-90 days), however,
local freezing cat lead to the formation of major ice jams
which create significant fluctuations' in water level during
their formation and breakup. Formatica of.r cating >ice is
promoted by high flow velocities,, rocky, rapids-filled
Water, etc. These ice forma ions can last two or even three
mont ts.
The turbidity of water in the Chatxal Range varies from
less than 0-.1 kg/m 3
 to 0.3 kg/m 3 .	 In spring and the first
half of summer, all rivers draining these mountains carry
mudflows, often with destructive fcrge.
Figure 16	 shcws	 that,	 at the same elevations, 	 the
Padshaata River basin is characterized by greater discharge
moduli than the hasins of the Gavasay and Kassansay rivers.
At tLe elevation of 1600 m the discharge modulus of the
Pddshaata River is 1.0 liter/sec km2, while in the Gavasay
and Kassansay rivers it is 0.5 liters/sec km 2 .	 This is due
to the areal distribution cf Frecipitation,
	 which varies
with the orientation of the tasins.
	 The discharr`e cf the
Gavasay and Kassansay rivers,
	 %hcze-, valleys are 'unfavorably
oriented,	 averages 8 liters/sec km 2 .	 Further to the east,
oricr.taticn is more favorable, so the moduli of the
discharge of the Fadrhaata Siver and several left rank
tritutaries of the Rassan_ay_ uivez increase to ahout 11
liters/sec -kai z.
The period of greatest discharge'ircm streams in
	 the
study area occurs from 	 March	 to	 Auyust or September.
	
75-855,!
oil,the annual discharge occurs at 	 this time.	 The	 highest
OR1,r,1C-,INAL PAGE x5
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annual flow velocities typically occur in ^a
	
however, th e
discharge of the Padshaata fiiver is highest in June. 	 Low
water lasts from September to March.	 Coefficients cf
variation, describing the annual distributuion of flow, are
shown in Table 7.	 Table 8 shows the monthly distributuion
of discharge as a percent of annual discharge.	 The
relatively low elevations cf the CAatkal and Kuramia Fanges
' account for the similarity iii the discharge of the streams
in the study area.	 Generally, then,	 three periods can be
distinguished:
k 1.	 The period of snow high	 rater, formed mostly by the
meltwater from seasonal snows at lcw to mid-elevations. 	 The
ons e t o
	
this high-water Feriad is associated with the onset
le_, above-2erc temFeraturee.
	
The volume of dischargeof	 tabf
°- is determined by the amount of sacwfall of the given year.
This pericd typically lasts from March-June..
The period of snow-glacier high 
water,formedmainly • by' the meltwater frza hi h-^ncuntain snow s
glaciers.- This period coincides with the hottest part of
the	 year	 (July-Septeaber) .
i/	 3.	 1he period cf low-water,	 when the streams are
primarily by groundwater.	 This period is' ,su pplied
characterized by stable,	 relatively-low-discharge and by the
absence of diurnal fluctuat. cns. 	 It typically lasts from
Octcter-Fe ruary.
The characteristics of high-water and low-Water periods
of the rivers, in this region,
	
and the maxivam and ainimum
volume flows are it	 Tables 9,	 10 and	 11.	 Tabie	 12 shows the
type_ of measurements taken at the hydrometeorologica;l
stations in the study area.	 1
Movement of surface water and groundwater in the
Fergana. Basin may be described by an inflow-outilcu budget
acccuntiny for the diffzrert modes of water transport. 	 The
primary inflow components' (precipitation, streamflcw and
groundwater)	 have been described above. 	 The total water
resources of the entire Syr Darya tasin in
	
1968 were
estimated to he abut 35 sg km
	
(Kritskiy,
	
1:68) .	 About
two-thirds of the arriving runoff is expended on irrigation
of fields, evaporation from the river channels and
reservoirs, an0 the periodic flooding of lowlands. 	 Water
40 loss also occurs by infiltration	 (underflcw ,or ,thrcughflow)
evaperaticr, from surface water and evapotransyiraticn. 	 The
remaining discharge	 flews -tc	 the	 Aral sea.
The main inflow compcnents of the Fergana	 Easin may
then besummarized	 as-. , -.I)	 river	 :;lcw	 from tile ,Kara Darya
IS and Naryn,	 2)	 stream an-5 river .flow from the sarrounding
mountains
	
('Fier,
	
Shan,. ramir-11ai) ,
	
3)	 effective:
precipitaticn in the form cf snot and ice melt, 	 ant] 4)
underflow cr tiircughflcw cf grcundwater from the mdluntains.
The	 main outflow components include; 	 1)	 discnarge^,cf	 the Syr
59
3
rDarya surface waters out cf the Fergana Basin, 2)
r infiltration or	 underflcw- losses cf groundwater out of t:ze
bas in,	 3)	 evaporaticr from standing and flowing surface
water, and 4)	 agricultural and vecetation losses(evapctranspiraticn) ..
Careful management of Water zesources in the Fer' a) aL'^•
Basin is required to maximize the resource benefits. 	 An
increase in ccnsumpticn of
	
water can promote conditions in
which irrigation needs are !'nct met.	 This is shown by the
` fact" that the water level In the rivers does not always
ensure the entry of the wa il--r at the heads cf the irrigation
systems.	 A considerable portion of the runoff in the area
passes in the form c.f high, brief high-water Teaks
superimposed cn the ueltwater wave.	 Gn rivers which are fed
by runoff fro m relativel y
	
w	 age
u beginnin	 dwarmbasins, muchwaterpa_sses at the 	 j of^ the
season, prior to the basic irrigation period.
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	 Figure 16. Dependence of modulus of discharge on mean elevation of
watershed (km)
A. Padshaata River
B. Kassansay River
C. Gavasay River
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COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION OF SEASONAL DISCHARGE
RIVER, STATIOPI Spring Summer Autumn-Winter
Padshaata, mouth of the Tostu River 0.23 0.27 0.22
Kassansay, Baymak ki-shlak 0.32 0.52 0.29
Gavasay, mouth of the Ters River 0.28 0.44 0,29
Gavasay, Gava Kishlak 0.35 0,44 0,26
A- " ,Ijl 161 1
G'	
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I. RIVER, M0NT11LY DI SC 11ARGE
,. STATIOPJ,
l•IATER LEVEL
OF YEAR Jan_ Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec j
Padshaata,
5
Houth of the
Tostu River
High 'Water 2.4 21 2.7 8.7 -17.0 21.9 17.8 10.5 5.8 4.1 3.$ 3.2
1ledium 3.3 2.9 3.1 7,8 17.8 21.8 16`,8 10.2 6.0 4.0 3.6 2.8
Lour dater 3.1' 2.8 3.4 6.8 1T:1 23.5 1 51.3 9.6 6,0 4.6 3.7
_
3.6
Very Love
mater 3.3 2.9 3.4 6.8 17.3 23.7 15.1 9.2 5.7 4,8 4,0 3_,,8
Kassansay
6aymak a
ki shl al. ryryi
High 'Water 2.7 2.2 1.9 X6.7 15.9 22.7 18.1 14.9 6.4 2.9 2 , 3.2
!Medium 2.8 2:'7 3.1 6.1 17.4_ 23.2 17.0 ' _11._9 5.2 3.7	 °3.7 3.1
Low telater 3.0 2.7 4.0 9.0 16.9 22.1 14.5 8.6 5.6 5.3< 5.0 3.3
Water 3.1 2,.8 4.6 10:2 19.2 .
Very, Low:
25.1 10.6 6:3 4.1 `5.4 5.2 3.4
, \
Gavasay, t
Mouth of the
C)
ro
Ters River
Hi gh Mater 1.4 1.4 1.8 9.8 33.3 25.8 11.9 4.9 2.8 2.6 2.4 1.9
:g
Nediun 1.9 2:2 2.2 11.6 23.3 34.6 9,9 4.6 3.0 2.5 2,5 1.7
Low I-later 1.9 1.7 3.3 9.6 35.9 23.5 8.2 4.3 3.1 3,2 2.8 2.5
Very Low
AD
a
hater 2.1 1.9 3.4 9.7 36.2 23.7 7.2 3,8 2.7 3.4 3.2 2.7
Table 8. Distributuion of Discharge (in percent of annual discharge)
9t3' 4.1 2.3 2.2 2.3 1,9
8.0 3,9 2.7 2,8 2.5 2.2
6,8 3,4 2,8 2,9 3.0 2.5
5.6 2,8 2.3 3,7 3.9 3.2
lr
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RIVER,
	
MONTHLY DISCH ARGE
STATION,
WATER LEVEL
OF YEAR	 Jan	 Feb	 Mar	 Apr	 May	 June	 July	 Aug	 Sep	 Oct Nov Dec
Gavasay,
=
Gava kishlak
High dater 1.7 1.6 2.2 12.2 30.9 23.9 11.5 5.3 3,0 2,7 2.8 2.2
Medium 2.1 2.0 2.5 10.3 32.4 23.7 9.9 5,1 3,5 3.0 2,9 2.6
Low Water 2.5 2.3 3.6 8.8 32.8 23.5 8.9 4.4 3,4 3,5 3.4 2,9
Very Low
Water 2.9 2.6 3.6 8.8, 32.6 23.4 8,0 4,0 3,0 3.9 3.9 3,3
Chaadak
(Chaadaksay),
Houth of the
Dzhulaysay
River,
High Water ' 1.5 1.7 ,3.2 15.6 24.6 31.3
Medium 1.9 2.0 3.8 14,0 33.6 22.6
Low :later 2.3 2.7 4.8 11.9 36.6 20,3
Very Lout
Water 2.9 3.5 4.7 11.7 35.8 , 19,9
r M.
RIVER,
STATIOl
PERIOD OF
OBSERVATIONS
Years
	 Number
CHARACTERISTICS DURING
Hi hest
PERIOD OF OBSERVATION
lean-Hul tiannual
Q, 1113/sec; m3/sec; Modulus of
of h, mm Year h, nm1 Discharge,
Years liters/sec CV
Padshaata,	 1926-62 37 Qn)ax 44.5 1928 28.1 26,8 0.28
Pieuth of
Q -- -- 22.5 61.4 0.27the Tostu mt
River h 623 1960 408 -- 0.24
iassansay, 1952=62 11 Q 84.8 1953 51.6 41.6 0.30
'
Mouth of max
Qmt -- -- 46.7 37.6 0.30the
Uryukiy h 161 1952 104 -- 0:`36
Ri ver
Kassansay, 1926-41 16 Qmax 132 1928 68.3 38.4 0.40
Baymak
_Qmt -- -- -- - --kishlak
h 239 1934 132 1 -- 0.36
Gavasay, 1933-62 30 Q
max
(55.7) 1934 38.0 105 0.23
Mouth of
Qmt -- -- 29.8 82.4
0.24
the Ters
Ri ver h 601 1949 362 -- 0.35
-	 Q
b ^	
3
Table 9. Maximum Annual VelociVes of slater Flow (Q 	 m /sec), Maximum Discharge
Flow Rates of,Meltwater(Qmt , m /sec) and Di scharge gg er (h, mm) in Freshet Period.
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RIVER , STATION AREA OF
WAJERSIIED
PERIOD OF
OBSERVATIONS
NUMBER OF
OBSERVATION
LOW-WATER PERIOD
f1ean Date Duration, Mean layer of
km YEARS Beginning Ending Days Consumption Discharge,
During Low an
Ua_ter
iAd
m /se—,
Padshaata Mouth 366 1931-34 29 9/16 3/24 190 2,37 106
of the 1936-48 sl
Totsu 1951-62 ;!
River,
2.6 km
above
mouth f
Gavasay Routh 361 1936,1937, 26 8/16 3/24 221 1.40 74.0
of the 1939-62
Tern
River
Gavasay -Mouth 657 1936-62 27 8/31 3/27 209 1.86 151.1
of the
Gava
River
Table 10. Characteristics of Low Dater Period
RIVER STATION BEAN PERIOD OF NUMBER MINIMUM MOWHLY 14EAtiS FOR PERIOD COEFFICIENT COLIFIGENT
ELEVATION OBSERVATIONS' OF DAILY OF OBSERVATION OF OF
OF (ASSUMED) YEARS DISCHARGE Consumption
	 Modulus of ,, VARIATION ASY11,1ETRY
WATERSHED' lifers/sec oaf water	 Discharge
M km m /sec	 L Ws/sec
Padshaato Mouth 2830 1936-62 30 4.46 1.82	 4.97	 - 0,21 0.6
of the
Tostu
River,
2.6 km
above
the mouth
Gavasay Mouth 2840 1937-65 29 1.88 0.92	 2.55 0.31 1.0
of the
Ters
River
Gavasay Gava 2460 1936-66 31 1.45 1,37	 2.08 0.24 0.6kishlak
W
a ^.
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Table 11.' Mean Monthly and Diurnal Discharge.
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rRIVER STATION	 DISTANCE E	 AREA Of	 PERIOD OF OBSERVATION MAXIMUM PRESENCE Of
FROM NA ERSNED uspended Chemical VELOCITIESOF WATER
STATIOOLOGICAL
STATIO
	
(M/CT)MOUTH, 104 INKN Level Velocity Temperature Glaciation Detritus Composition FLOW i AND POSTS (N/P)
LAYER OF
FRESHET
DISC I(ARGE
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
a shaa a, mouth - --D34-70 1953-70 1936-69 1926-33 M/CT
of the Tostu 1935-48
River, 2,6 km 1950-70
abode mouth,
Padshaata, 42 -- -- 1941-51 -- -- -- -- -- --
Vangikurgan 1953-62
kishlak
Chanach, 15 133 __ 1938-41
-- -- -- -- -- --
Chanachsay, 8 km 44,49,50
from the village 52,55,56
o.f Aktam 59,68,70
Kassansay, 74 1130 -- 1967-70 -- 1967-70 1968-70 1968-70 1967-70 --
Ky?yl-Tokay
kishlak
Kassansay, 66 1240 1951-67 1945-68 1952-68 1951-68 1956-68 1962-68 1951-68 --
mouth of the
-
Uryakty River
Kassansay, 59 1430 1957-70 1957-70 1957-70 1957-70 -- -- -- --
Uryukty River
Kassansay, 52 1780 1925-42 1925-60 -- -- -- 1938 -- --
Baymak kishlak 1962
Kassansay, 34 --	 " -- 1953-59 -- -- -- -- -- --
Gergeuchi
kishlak
Kassansay-Kuyuk- 23 -- -- 1932-44 -- -- -- -- -- --
yadarskiy at 1947-52
the head of the_ 1960,62
Akhsokay Channel
Uryukty- 10 86.5 - 1941,47
Uryuksay, 8 km 48,50,51
north of the 60,62-68
village of 70
Dzhaybalyand , -
Table 12. Extent of Hydrometeorological Coverage
0 A
1 2 3 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10
Alabuka, mouth 21 129 --	 1929	 --	 --	 --	 --
of the
saychungalik
River
Alabuka. 131^ 208 --	 1938-41	 --	 --	 --	
__	
--
Alabukasay, 4.2 '= 1944,52
km north of 55,57-70
Sa rytal
Uryukty, mouth 0.3 116- 1965-70	 1947-70	 1952-70	 1951-70	 --	 --	 --
Alabuka, 7.5 224 --	 1940-4I	 --	 --	 1940-41	 --	 --
headwater, 0.6
km above
Alabuka
Sumsar- 69 90
--	
--
1941.45	 --	 --	 --	 --
Sumarskiy. 2.6 50,59
km from the -
village of
Sumsar
Sumsar, Koklik- 32 324 --	 1933-35	 --.	 --	 --	 --	 --
Kurgan kishlak
Kaksarek- 16 96.2
--	
1941	
--	 --	 --	 --	
--
Koksareksay,
in the center
of the village.
of Koksarek
Koksarek, city 0.2 176 -	 1927-62	 --	 --	 --	 --
of Kara Kurgan
6avasay, mouth 65.7 288 --	 1927-62	 --	 --	 --	 --
of the
Beshtashata
Q River, Verkhne-
beshtashskaya
11
b 0	 6avasay. mouth	 65.3	 361	 1939-70 1932-70	 1953-70	 1936-62	 --	 --	 1933-70	 M/CT
1	
2	
3	 4	
5	
6	
7	
8	 9	
10	
11
Gavasay.
	
49	 503_	
--	
1932-33	 --	
--	 --	 --
Burikurgan
k15hlaIt:
Gavasay. Kok-	 45	 623	 --	 1932-33	 --	 --	 --	 --	 --	 --
tash kishlak(Ukkul' dinskaya )
Gavasay, Gava- 	 41	 657	 1914-20	 1925-70	 1945-70	 1936-70	 1938,	 1962-70	 --	 M/P
kishlak	 1925-70	 1966-69
Gavasay-
	
17	
--	
--	 1933-34
Mashatskiy, 3	 1936-62
	 --	 --	 --	 --	 --	 -
km below the
village of
Yangiabab
Ters, Winter	 1.4
	
30.3	 --	 1932-38
camp of Besh-
lash
Beshtashata,
	
0.3	 36.6	
--	
1932-38	
--	 --	 --	 --	 --'
Mouth
Urtasu, Kok-	 1.3	 42.5	 --	 1932-33	 --	 --	 --	 __	 --
tash kishlak
Kassansay,
	 __	 --	 __	 __	 --	 --	 --	
__	 M/CT
Urtotokay
Kassansay.
	 --	 --	 — !'	 --	 --	 --	 _-	 __	 M/CT
Kassansay
kishlak
Sumsar, Sumsbr	
--	 --	 --	 --	 --	 --	
--	 M/CT
k shlak
I
Table 12 (continued). Extent of_Hy_drometeorological Coverage
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Irrigation and Agriculture
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Approximately 27% of the total land area of the USSR is
agricultural, and slightly mere than one-third of the
agricultural land is arable. The remainder of the
agricultural land is meadow, rasture, orchard, vineyard, or
is idle. in 1972, of the 224 million hectares of arable
landin the USSR, almost all was sown. Irrigated land at
this time totaled 12 million hectares, with 43:
(approximately 5 million hectares) cf this located in
Central Asia, where irrigation has Flayed a major role in
agriculture fcr centuries.. As of 1970, over 800,000
hectares Were irrigated in the Fergana Valley, representing
more than 95% cf the arable land (Lydolph, 1970) . In the
valley much of the water from the mountain streams is
absorbed by the loose material of the alluvialfans, and the
sediments deposited result in the formation of fertile soils
of great agriculturai value. latensive culti.vaticn by a
large population has always been possible on the oases found
at the foot of the large alluvial fans in the valley. Vie
(r ;>	 natural irrigation system of the alluvial fans has recentlybeen improved with the construction of numerous irrigation
canals. Because of the increase in irrigated hand in the
/If	 last 35 years,' planting is new dcre on mountain slopes,
along the strips bordering the canal paths, and in the
\	 glades, between orchards.
The northern part cf the Fergana Valley has favorable
natural conditicrs fcr intensive cultivation and irrigated
agr°culture	 The main -method s of irrigation are furrow for
plowed crops, and flooding along strips for -cereal crops and
alfalfa.	 The irrigated fields arc tilled entirely
mechanically.
Agriculture in Soviet Central Asia is largely dependent
on irrigation because evaporation Exceeds preciFi.taticn over
most of the area.	 Snow and rain in the mountains to the
south feed the large rivers that flow into the lowlands,
depositing alluvium and providing rater for extensive canal
0 networks	 (CIA,	 1974) .
The main canal system completely encircles the basin(Figure 17) ,	 with feeder canals distributing water over much
of the valley .floor.	 only the lowest central rcrticn of the
basin is not irrigated due to texture and brine conditions
unsuitable for agriculture.	 Much of the water supplied to
this part of
	
the basin occurs in the form of groundwater.
Almost all flcw from the foothill tributaries on=the -margins
of the Fergana Valley is diverted into canals for
distribution	 as irrigation.-_ Little, 	 if any, -reaches the Syr
Darya,.
`ihe largest canal is	 the	 _1 0C km Great. Fergana Canal,
fed by the Naryn River and Kara Zara. 	 It runs the length of
the	 valley from the northeast to tbe_ southwest and forms the
base	 for tre irrigation System in t he Fergana Basin
	 (Figure
17).	 The Fergana Canal passes trroujh the Lone of maximum
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groundwatei, skirting the Perimeter of the alluvial fans in
the valley. A number of hydreelectrical i.nstallaticns,
locks, sluices and other water works operate along its
length (Wheeler anti Footman, 1954) . The function, of the
Canal and its suhchannels is to supplement pre-existing
irrication systems cn the northern slopes of the alai. Range
with water of the Naryn River and Stara Darya. The main
canal intersects all of the irrigated fans of the rivers and
streams in the southern part of the valley. The canal
system begins with water from the Narya which is transferred
along the canal to the Kara Darya, dammed by Kagan- larskaya
Dam, which raises its level by 4 m to allow grater movement
under gravity westward. -n,u,r:ing the period 1957 to 1959, a
large irrigation. dam wast,;tccnstructed near the apex cf the
Kokard alluvial fan, to ce'Tlect a portion of the waters of
the Zokh River fcr the ii, rigaticn of an additional 60,000
hectares ox land in the south-central section of the valley.
In acditicn tc eater from the Naryn and Kara Darya, the
canal system receives additional cater from rivers flowing
off the mountains of the Alai Rance, and minor amounts from
flow from the Tien Shan. Fivers cf different regimes are
united by the system. Rivers of predominant glacial feeding(Sokh, Isfara) with the main high water in summer, rivers of
snow feeding (Kara Darya) with main nigh water periods in
spring, and rivers cf mixed feeding (;Naryn, Syr Darya) with
bimodal high water periods are joined in a surface water
system with an almost completely adjusted regime with
relatively ccrstant- flow spring and summer (Suslov, 1961) .
Many feeder canals distrihute the water over much of the
basin floor (95% cf arable land) (Gregory, 1968) .
The Northern and Southern Fergana Canals are the two
other major irrigation systass in the valley.	 The South
Canal is about 105 ka long and irrigates the land along the
foot of the mountains in tie southeastern portion of the
valley.	 In addition, many streams which flow into the
valley and have built alluvial fans are used for gravity
flow irrigation.
The area included in the Soviet study area is served by
several irrigation system's:	 the Northern Fergana Canal,
which irrigates- 63,000 hectares;	 the padshaatinskaya Canal,
which irrigates 32,000 hectares,	 the Kassansayskaya Canal,
which irrigates 24,000 hectares has a reservoir with a
165 aillion 23 capacity; and the Gavasayskaya canal,
serving 17,OOC hectares.
The North Canal,	 162 km long, Provides water to the
area north. of and parallel°tc the Syr Darya.	 It has existed
in its' present form since -,1960, and received water from the
Uchkurgans Gaya storage dam' cn the Aaryn River since 1967. 4
! The irrigation system serves a stzip from 2-6 km wi3e along
the canal.	 The canal is built along a hillside and
traverses numerous 'ravines and streams. 	 In winter the water
supply, is -hampered by the formation of ice.{,
a
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The Padshsatinskaya system is fed by the Padshaata
River. Springs are an impertant source of water to this
system. The total discharge of the springs is about 160
million m 3 ; the mean discharge at the river at its -
emergence from the mountains is 190 mliicn 11 3 . There are
alsc 100 wells with a total yield of 2-3 m 3/sec. The total
length of the canals in the tetwerk is aboat 1100 km, of
Which 160 km make up the large trunk and interfarm canals.
120 km of these are concrete-lined.
The Kassanskaya irrigation system is fed by the
Kassa.nsay River, whose source is above 4000 m. its
reservoir allows seasonal re9ulaticn'of flow. The trunk and
interfarm canals are 176 ki long, of which about 40 percent
are concrete-lined.
The Gavasayskaya system gets water from the Gavasay
Rives, which is fed by seasonal snows. Strings and wells
are important to the system - springs supply about 1.5
m3/sec; around 100 wells have a -t.ctal yield of 3 m3/sec.
Of the 97 km cf interfarm canals, 4- km have concrete
lining.
Cultivation and processing cf cotton, the valley's most
valuable crop, are the chief economic activities in the
Fergana valley, and Kokand, aargelan, and Fergana are
important cotton-ginning centers (Plummer, et al., 1971).
This basin produces between too-thirds and three-quarters of
the cotton grown in the Soviet Unica (Gregory, 1968).
Alfalfa is grown for livestock fodder and to reduce the
inherent salinity of the soil.. theat, barley, corn,
sorghum, melons, and vegetables are also cultivated.
Vegetables are grown fcr'lccal urtan markets. Other food
el	 grains are cultivated without irrigation.
- The Fergana Valley is one of the main orchard--vineyard
districts of Central Asia.	 Fruit crops, such as apricots,
peaches, and plums,	 are produced,	 particularly around the
r lancer cities.	 Fruit is also dried in local factories
(Gregory,
	
1968).	 The climate of the Fergana is very
favorable for the cultivation cf grapes- (,3uri.icin, 	 1S67).
Rice is another major crop of the valley, although a minor
food -crop for the Soviet Unicn as a whole.	 silk is produced,
F at mulberry plantations in the valley 	 (Figure 18).
Livestock production -in the Fergana Valley includes
both beef and dairy cattle breeding, and sheer breeding for
mutton and wool`.	 The distribution of resat-producing arima^.s
in the USSR follows the distribution of papuiaticn,
	 unlike
` the situation in the United States, where livestock tend to
ne.ccncentrated	 in less_pcpulcus states. 	 Dairy cows in the
USSR are utilized fcr both beef and milk,' and the dairy
industry is population-oriented.	 !he soviet livestock
industry has also been labor-intensive and thus is well
suited to areas of dense rural settlement	 [CIA,	 1974) ,	 such
as the 'Fergana Valley.
J
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Industry and Manufacturing
The Fergana valley constitutes an important economic
district of the Uzbek, Tadzhik and Kirgiz SSH I s. The
ii	 combination of coal and iron deposits has contributed tc the`
area t s industrial development. among the industries in the
area are oil, mining, engineering, chemicals, textiles
(cotton and silk) ,. food processing (including vegetable oil
and wine), and fertilizers. In spite of the Fergana's
industrial productivity, Uzbekistan is not self-sufficient
in steel, fertilizer, or fuel production (Gregory, 1968)
Much of the industry and manufacturing in the Fergana Valley
is located in a ring around the valley floor which follows
the main roads and railroads that skirt the alluvial fans.-
Industry tends to be in greater concentration along the
southern pertioa, and especially at the Eastern end in the
A.ndizban region. The Kokaud, Namangan, and dargelan-Fergana
regions also include industrial concentrations.
`	 Industrially,	 Andizhan is the most diverse city in this
region, being involved	 with the:	 food; building materials;
chemical;	 agricultural engineering;	 engineering;
and uetal-%orking industries. 	 Next is Fergana,
	
With food
industry,	 silk,	 textiles,	 chemical industry, and oil
rezirging.	 Kckand has food industry and textiles, chemical
industry and engineering and metal working.
	 Kokand lost its
place as an administrative center, after the revolution,	 to
the rising industrial center of Fergana,	 and consequently
suffered a drop in Fcpulatic<n.	 Hciaever,	 the growth of
Kokand's cotton-ginning industry and the addition of metal
working and chemical fertilizer industries	 (ri►osphate and
super-phosphate) 	 have helled to revitalize the city.
Namangan is involved iwith the food industry, textiles, and
building materials	 ( â urikin,	 1967).	 The food industry,®
although found in most of the ma cr cities, is principally
concentrated at the Eastern end of the valley.
-The cities of Pap, in the northwest, and Shor-Su, in
the southwest, are both involved 	 with the chemical industry.
Kuvasai, in the south, has a cement Works and building
`materials industry	 (Eurikir,	 1967).	 8egovat was established
by tie Soviets as the only steel	 production center in
Central Asia.	 In 1968 the annual Froductio.n of steel was
about	 334,000 tons	 (Gregory, 1968) .	 It is hoped that
eventually enough steel can be produced to wake the Central
Asian region self-sufficient.
a
The Fergana Valley contains extensive deposits of oil
and natural gas,- principally along its southern rim.
	
Here
there are several oil and natural gas extraction center`s.
Several natural gas pipelines run along the southern edge!of
the	 valley	 (3urikin,	 1967).	 In the	 K l raman	 Sange to _the
northwest of the valley floor are large depoists of lcw
grade coal, as well as some copper, aluminum, and ogler
minerals in lesser amounts. 	 Ahile the minera	 deicsits of
the Fergana 'Valley are not large cn a global scale, they
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rep:resent the largest concentraticn of extractable minerals
in Central Asiar	 and are a aajcr lactr,;.e in the industriaL
pro,ductivity	 of the Fergana	 Area	 (Suslov,	 1967)	 Sulphur,,'
an ,,salt are	 mined near Shcr-Su and salt Is ^roduced from,,,,,
ancient mines on the vallej f1cor. 	 Gold is mined,near
Cbadak.	 Uranium mining began in	 the 1950 t s in the mountains
north of the	 valley near Uygia-Say l: (Plamaer,	 et al,	 1971)
There are bcth hydro-electric^aad therzo-electric power
sta. :^ticns in the Fergana	 Valley	 (figure	 19) , .	 Hydro-electric
stations are found near Leninsk and Uchkurgah.
Therac -electric stations are tound near damangan, Fer y ana.,
Kuvasai and Nakand	 (Burikin,, 1967).
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2Abstract
we develop a digital computer model, based upon
equilibrium temperature theory, of the magnitudes of the
c'ompcnents of the energy balance for a mountainous
3
	 topographic surface. The model includes an algorithm for
CO	 calculating slope, exposure, and horizon information for
every pnint on a digitized grid. Incoming solar and thermal,
radiation are then simulated for every point. At present the
a
model is designed for clear-s-ky conditions, but it could be
modified for cloudy skies. Air temperature and humidity
variations are specified by externally defined relations, and
values for albedo and soil thermal properties are specified_
for every point on the grid. Wind speed variation over the
grid is not modeled, but is specified. by an empirical
function. The model simulates net radiations soil beat flow,
sensible and latent heat flow, and surface temperature at
specified time intervals. Cutput is in the form of contour
maps.
INTEODDCTICN
r Surface energy balance models have been used to simulate
accurately the surface temFerature, soil. heat and water flow, 
y
and snowaelt.	 Their cperatienal utility over wide areas of
's variable terrain has been limited, however, because of the
extensive data needed to drive such models.
	 in this paper we
_ present a method and a description of a computer prograa.for_
" extending energy balance simulaticns over rugged terrain, and
illustrate a fev cases of such siaulations.
r
:k. NOTATIC N
4
ai	 Fourier cosine coefficient
< aQ_	 team albedo
R aq	 diffuse albedo
a a	 (subscript)	 air
t A	 azimuth of sun from south	 (negative when east of south)
b ,	integer storage subscript for horizon aa^)les
b i	Fourier sire coefficient
C	 mass heat capacity
CF	 beat capacity of air at constant pressure -
' d	 'dust and haze content in units of 800 particles cm-2
4	 _.
0	 diabatic exchange coefficient
e	 vaFor pressure
E	 azimuth of slope from south	 ( negative when east of
south)
P	 Fourier modulus, = a At	 (As) -2
g	 grall tat icnalb-"-accelerat-ion
G	 soil beat flow
4^.
h grid spacing
4
a sensible heat f l.ov
U incoming atmospheric. (infrared) radiation
j subscript for node
I+ outgoing thermal radiation
J Julian date
k-; von Karoan constant, _ 0.41
ka absorption coefficient
k s scattering coefficient
9 thermal. conductivity
L latent. heat of vaporization, = f(TS)
LE latent beat flux
r
-.
a aolecular neigh
H optical air mass
pw precipitable water vapor
P atmospheric pressureF
g incoming diffuse solar radiation (including
tackscatter)
incoming beam solar radiation
Q • incoming beam solar radiation, on slope
Go solar constant
earth I s radius vector
	 =	 ,^
gas constant
an net radiation, = Q .(1-aQ)	 + 4 (1-aq)	 + I+ - It
s (subscript)	 surface
s depth
5 slope from horizcntal
t tine
T a air temperature
5..
TZ 	temperature , at altitude z
?m 	measured temperature at altitude zm
Q	 wind speed
u*	 friction velocity
Vf	 thermal radiation view factor
F
z	 altitude of surface or of temperature, rind, and
0 humidity values
t Z^	 roughness length
Z	 solar zenith angle
z' p Z'	 solar zenith angle with respect to slops
. Z
H	
horizon angle from zenith
a	 thermal dif f usi.vity,	 K /p C = f (T)
S	 solar declinaticn
e a	 efective atmospheric emissivity
E
s	
surface emissivity
6	 potential temperature
e*	 scaling temperaturei^
P-	 density
z c	 - .St;efan-Boltzaann constant
¢	 latitude
W	 _hour angle of the sun frcm nccu	 (negative in" morning)
REVIEW OF SURFACE ENERGY FALANCE MODELS AND NUMERICAL METHODS -
Broadly defined, surface energy Balance models are
r those which simulate all of the major surzace energy
x
exchange processes, and which use the conservation of energy
principle as a boundary cenditicn.	 In its simplest form,
over a solid surface, the principle is described by the
`., equation:
_ B 	
+	 8	 +	 LE	 +	 G	 0	 (1?
- 6^.
In the soil, beat flow is described by the one-
dimensional conduction equation:
aT/at	 m[Ts] 3 rT/as 2
	t2)%°
Typically it is assumed that no diurnal heat flux occurs
below a certain depth, e.g. 30 ca.
i
The sensible and latent heat fluxes are estimated frga
air temperature and humidity, surface temperature and
humidity, wind sFeed, and roughness length, using the
Businger-Dyer formulation for atmospheric temperature and
wind -speed profiles:
H 1 = Pa C P k u * 9*	 (3)
LE _ .622 H L CP-tp-1 te a-e s ) (ea-es ) _1	 (4a)
If ea 9 SO the latent heat exchange is
ZE _ .622 L ke Pa u P- 1 ( e a -e S ) [ In tZ/z0) J-z	 (4b)
The friction velocity u * and the scaling temperature 9 * are
t,
given by
	
u* = ku/[ln(z/z0) -^,1]	 (.5)
S * = (S a-B s )A la (z/Z 0) - V► 2 1	 (6)
i and^2 are the Businger-Cyer *-functions; their
formulation and derivaticn are described by Paulson C38]. If
only sean values of temperature, wind speed, and humility are
available, the best "calculation height" for z is given ` by
equating -the bulk adiabatic' diffusivity [29]  and the daily
7-	 LL
disturbance penetration depth diffusivity [46j:
k2 u	 (7)
11n (z/z0) ]z
	
5.184x 105
This can be solved iteratively for z. although the height
estimated by this equation is typically lower than the
height of the diurnal heat pulse, it provides an estimate
vhich.is consistent with the assumption that heat fluxes are
constant with height in the boundary layer.
In order to evaluate t 7-- magnitudes of the various heat
transfer processes, a ?-overful solution method based upon
equilibrium temperature theory has been developed [29]. For
a given set of astronomical, temporal, atmospheric, and
surface boundary conditicns, there is a unique surface
4 temperature which will satisfy equations	 (1)	 through	 (7).
i
Halstead et al. [18)  designed an analog computer to
estivate the surface temperature and the other components.
Estogue [12] adapted a similar model, driven by measured
values of incoming solar radiation, air temperature at screen
height, wind speed, and sut-surface soil temperature, to a
digital computer.
	 Myrup [29] simulated the urban heat island
with an analog computer, illustrating the importance of soil
moisture in determining	 the disposition of the energy balance
and trerefore the surface temperature.
	 Sasamori (44] 
simulated atmospheric boundary layer an; soil temperature
profiles,	 plus wind velocities in the boundary layer, using a
digital model driven by measured values of solar radiation,
air temperature, and wind speed, at a given level. 	 Cutcalt
[32] devised a digital model which simulates solar and
OF' ?OU
g
` 	 i
Y: infrared radiation, and which may be driven by mean daily
temperatures if higher - frequency observations are not
available; this computer program has been revised to use the
^^
s ;
w
eusinger-Dyer fir-functions for turbulent heat and water vapor
transfer, and adapted to a topographic surface for this
t
{
-
paper,
v + To solve for the equilibrium surface temperature an
initial value of TS is chosen, and values of soil, sensible,
an 	 latent beat flow are calculated. 	 These are used in
equation	 (1), and the process is repeated, with iterative
variations in TS	 until eguaticn
	 ( 1) is satisfied within a
-	 .
specified margin, for example 1 Wm- 2 or 1 mly min- 1 .	 The
soil temperature profile is then adjusted by eguaticn (2),
x completing the time step. 	 In the current version of the
z'
computer program ve use a secant algorithm i1] to find the
equilibrium surface temperature; generally it converges
r	
y
within three iteraticus.	 The structure of the secant
algorithm is identical to that of Newton's method, except
that the analytic expressica for the derivative is replaced
JOLN by a first-order forward difference approximation.	 If the
left side of ' eguation	 (1) is expressed generally- as f (TS),
then subsequent guesses for T^ are given by:
0 n+1	 n	 n	 n	 n- _l	 n	 _	 n-1T S	 =	 T S	 - [ f ( T S	 ) (Ts	 _TS	 ) ]	 [ f ( T S 	 ) - f (T S	 ) ]' i	 (8)
There exist many schemes for numerical solution of the
10 heat flow equation	 ( 2).	 The present computer progras employs
a fully implicit method. 	 Zhis has the advantayo of
	 R^
unconditional stability, regardless ofthe value ofthe
9 Hu
t
Fourier modulus P = a At (p s)- 2 , and the choices of At and As
h
are governed only by the accuracy desired [ 42].	 The soil
thermal diffusivity a is a function of temperature and water
` content [ 2, 47] and thus varies with depth and tine.	 The
implicit scheme used is [42]:
(1+2F. t ) (T . t+1 )	 - T t +	 P t (T .t+1 +T t+1 ) 	 (9)+ 1 J	 J	 J	 .J	 Jj-1
where subscript j indicates the node and superscript t
indicates the time step.	 Application to all nodes at one
time step leads to the following tridiagonal system of
simultaneous linear equations:
w
1 +2P t	 --F t	 0	 0	 0	 T t+	 T
1	 1	 1	 1
k'
-.P t	 1+2F t	 - p t	 0	 0
2	 2	 2
T t+l T t
2^
0	 -F3t	 1+2F3t	 ,F3 t	 0 T3t+1 _ T 3 t (10)
0	 0
` 0	 0	 0
Temperature at the top node is determined by equation (8) and
rr temperature at the bottom node is held constant.
alb
!Many experiments have demonstrated that such energy
balance models simulate surface temperature with reasonable
a
accuracy, in urban [ 29, 331, aid-latitude [44], arctic [34,
35],	 and alpine [ 5] envircuments.	 These simulations have
been verified by point surface temperature measurements and,
in the case of [331,	 by thermal imagery.x
• Such models have also been coupled with simulations of
a soil water movement to produce combined heat and water flow
': models [ 17, 36 ,_ 43].	 These have important implications for
aconstruction in arctic areas, where the movement, freezing,
m
and thawing of soil water may have severe consequences.
Energy balance simulation has also been applied 'to
development of accurate snow melt models. 	 outcalt et al. 137)
s
used station weather data to simulate changes in the snov -and
soil thermal regimes at Barrow, Alaska. 	 They simulated both
F the beginning and end of the welt period vithin cne day of
the, actual times,, and the depth of thaw penetration into -the
" soil to within 5 cm.	 Anderson [3) compared the results of
his snovmelt simulation with measurements of snow cover water
equivalent at the National Cceanic and Atmospheric
^ I Administration - Agricultural _ Besearch Service cooperative
` snow research station near Danville, Vermont, and found that
in most situations his energy ralance model was superior to
more ccnventicna l sucrmelt models.
c in cases where surface temperature is known, 	 for example
t 0 from thermal imagery from spacecraft or aircraft, energy
balance models car be applied in reverse to estimate the
thermal characteristics of the surface material, vhich can
then be used to identify the surface lithology L21, 	 22, 39,
48].	 Alternatively, if-the surface lithology is also known,
thersal
__
imagery can be used tc locate areas of high
geothermal beat flow [9, 4 8].	 LeSchack and Del Gr ande [261 i
have outlined a method whereby thermal sensing in two
3
` wavelength bands	 (e.g.	 5 and 10 um)	 can separate
emissivity-related effects fres temperature-related effects,
therety allowing determination of dctual temieratures to an
A
accuracy of 0. 1 cr 0.2 °R.
DIIA NEEDED FOR ENERGY BALANCE SIOULATICH
She application of an energy talance model to a
topographic surface necessarily involves the 'use of a
digital computer. 	 Therefore the term "topographic surface",
as used hence, refers to a digitized grid, consisting of a
finite number of points.	 Such grids are now available at
very modest cost as "Digital Terrain Tapes" from the
National Cartographic Information Center, U.S. Geological
Survey.	 In order to drive the previously described energy
balance model the following parameters would have to be
measured, estizated,, or calculated in advance for every
point on such a grid:
I	 Incoming solar radiation
Zo Albedo	 (a	 and a
q
34'	 Incoming longuave radiation
	 (1+)
4 4 Air temperature	 (T a)
Wind speed	 (u)
64 surface roughness length	 (zo)
7. Thermal conductivity	 (K)	 and vol^nvjetric beat capacity
(pC)	 of surface material
	 (can vary with depth)
S o Air pressure	 JP)
Vapor pressure of air	 le	 and at surface	 (e
a	 S
4^ i
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CALCULATION OF !MODEL INPUT FkBAbETESS OVER A SURFACE
At this stage of model building, we do not simulate
realistically all of the above parameters. The aim here is
to'...outline the develcFsent of an energy balance model for
rough terrain. In particular, we must specify, or
interFolate from a set of measurements, albedo, wind speed,
roughness length, and the tlieraal characteristics of the soil
over the grid, although me calculate variations in albedo
with sail wetness and illumination angle [16J. Information
oa altedo and perhaps roughness length are available from
remote sensing, although it is necessary to simulate incoming
solar radiation in order to estimate albedo. A lack of
knowledge of the surface thermal characteristics.is not a
sericus obstacle to use of the model at this time, as one of
the immediate applications could be in inferring these
h
thermal characteristics in cases where surface temperature is
0	 known from thermal imagery. Calculation of wind speeds over
mountainous terrain remains a sericus problem, although
recent work on meso-scale wind field modelling indicates that
calculations which are accurate encugh to be useful might be
possirle [ 11, 13, 30 ].
Variation of air temperature with elevation is specified
on input to the model, with a default specification cf an
ambient atmospheric lapse rate of -.0065 O K a- 1 . Air
temperature T 
	
at altitude z can be calculated from measured
temperature_ T
	
at altitude zM	 m
T Z _ Z m - 0065 (z-z mj
	
(11)
i
t 	
- 13
e 
0
The present model does nct consider .air drainage, but the
computer program is so-strcctured that such algorithas, if
developed, could easily be added.
Air pressure P at altitude z is derived from measured
r,
pressure Pm at altitude zm free the hydrostatic equation,
the eguation of state, and equation (11) :
' dP/dz-gP 
a	
(12;a)
-,. pa =
	
(ER	 /(ETa)
	
(12b)a)
r
P	
Pm 
exp ([ (gm a )/ (•00658) ] In[ (Tm= .0065 (z-zm))/Tm J}	 (12c).
The relative humidity of the air and of the soil surface
r are considered constant over the grid. 	 specific humidities
are calculated from empirical equations relating saturation
F .
` vapor pressure to temperature [27].
Solar radiation is the major input parameter which
varies widely over the grid, and an efficient method of
calculating the radiation incident on every grid point is
essential to the model.	 Many slope radiation models have
been developed [ 14,	 15,	 19, 20, 24, 25, 45, 49J and we
present the pertinent equations from these- only briefly.
They are fully outlined in the original sources.
Initially the beam and diffuse components of solar
radiation on a horizontal plane at the earth's surface must
ri E be estimated cr measured. 	 Under clear skies, these can be
calculated from the dust and water vapor content of the
atmosphere and the solar geometry.	 The beam radiation is:
l
--
Q _
	 (Q 0/r2 )	 cosZ exp[k a +k s ]	 (13)
Brooks [6] has given approximations for the absocEtion
and scattering coefficients:
k 	 = -.089 (Pd/ 1013) : 7s - .174(p 9/20). 6 	(14)w
ks = -.083 (fid) . 9	 (15)
Typical values for the dust and haze content d range
fron 0.2, for very clear atmospheres, to as high as 3.0 [15]. 
At presentwork is underway to define wavelength-dependent
absor;tion and scattering coefficients from measurements of
global radiation at different solar zenith angles.	 The
optical air mass a is determined ;by Kasten # s formula [23]:
N =	 1/[cosZ	 + .15190-Z+3.885)- l - 253] 	 (16)
where Z is the solar zenith angle in degrees.	 The beam
radiation	 incident upon an unshaded slope is:
0 1
 =	 (Q 0/r 2 )	 cosZ'	 exp[k a +k s
 ]	 (17)
a
Y
In calculating the radiation on an actual slope a test must
be made to determine whether the sun is shaded by a local
borizcn.	 If so, Q+ = 0.	 2, the solar zenith angle, and "V,
the solar angle measured from ncraal to the slope, are given
ds
by:
cos 2 = sin4 sind + cos y cosd cosw	 j l 8)	 3
cos2 l	_, cosS cos'2 + sinS sinZ cos (A-E)	 (19)
The azimuth of the sun from south, negative when east of
south, is given bp:
cosA = (sinO cost	 sin6 )/ (coso sinZ)	 (20)
Since the cosine function is even, this equation gives two
possible angles for the azimuth of the sun, A or -A. If w
is negative, then the negative value for A is chosen;
otherwise the. Fositive value for A is used. A four-term
Fourier, series gives the solar declination in radians and
the radius vector to about four significant figures:
g, r = E a l cas[ 2w (J-1) i/366 ] + basin[ 2.w (J-'1) i/366 ] (21)
i=0
Values for the cosine and sine coefficients for each series
0	
are in Table 1.
The diffuse radiation slope factor .is, cos t (S/2) [ 24 ],
and the diffuse radiatio n g is the sum of the downscattered
radiation and kackscattezed radiation:
g = 0. `[ 1-exp (k S) ] IQ O/r2 ] (cos 2 (S/2) (22)
+ 0. Saq[ 1 -exp (k S) ] + a Q4^
In ;equation ( 22) a  and a  refer to the beam and ;diffuse
albedc on the surrounding region.. In cases Where the -solar
zenith angle Z < GO B , a Q -= aq, but at largerangles, the beam
albedc must be corrected for glint effects [ 16 ].
^.
	
	
Calculations for horizon angles, slope, and exFosure
oust he made at each grid Fcint. ' The method presented here
...
.
4,
F	 'kkl
S	 is different frog that of A illiams et al. E49). If more than,
one simulation for the same-tcpographic surface is made, it
is more efficient, because the complete horizon and slope
calculations are stored-on a disk or tape file, and need not
be recomputed for different sun paths., Slopes can be-
,r
^► calculated frog
to ns _ [ (a z/a x) 2	 + (a Z/a y ) 2 7 `	 2 (23)
The azimuth of the slope from south is given by:
tanE _ (a z/a x) / (a-z/a y)	 (24)
ibis function is defined even if the denominator is zero,
and if the signs of both the numerator and denominator are
known,. the function is defined over the range -n to 7r. The
origin for the :c- and y-coordinates is assumed to be is the
southwest corner of the grid, but the equations and the
program can be easily modified for other orientations.-
The partial derivatives a z/a x and a z/a y m ust be,
evaluated by numerical means, and it"is necessary to choose a
s 0 method which can be adjusted when the point in question is
{ near a boundary of the grid, 	 we ' use the following grout of
methods:	 O	 if the Foint is on the boundary, we use a
second-order forward difference approximation; 	 (ii)	 if the
point is in the row or column next to the boundary, we use a
second-order central difference approximation; 	 (iii)	 if the
`: ♦ point is in the third row or column from the boundary,	 we use
a fourtb-order central difference approximation;	 (iv)	 if the
point is greater than three rows or columns from the
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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boundary, we use a sixth-order central difference
approximation. Computational formulas for each of these
'	 approximations- can be found in E4].
6
•'
	
	 a set of horizon angles (Z H} is generated by
calculating the tangent of the angle from the specified
r..
point to every other Faint in the grid whose elevation is
k	 greater. For-'exam le. the calculation fromf	 9	 F	 point Ca e n]  to
}	 [iej ] is:
tanS[ mn,i j ] _ (z	 -zmn)
	
WE (i-m) 2 + O- n) 211--1/2 	(25)j
Within each of a set of azimuthal increments, for example
r 3.75, 5, or 10 degrees, the grogram stores the maximum value
,.
of the tangent: \, If b is the sector nu ,Ober of size we then
b = int(tan- it- tj=n )	 ( -M) I/ W )	 (26)
The maximum value of tans[ mn,t ] is selected for each b.
r From these the horizon angles, from zenith, are calculated:
l
ZHb = ctn- I. (tans[ ij, b ]}	 (27)
® This sequence results in very efficient computer code.
Comparison of tangents of angles, delaying calculation of
rte
- the actual angles until the maximum tangents are selected,-
miriiizes the number of tLigcncmetzic functions that are
computed.
Incoming long-wave radiation from clear skies is
• calculated by frutsaert f s method [7]:'
1+ _ e a aT0. 	 (28)
-
_RM, _
nf
f'
where the effective atmospheric emissivity	 is:
-e 	 1. s 4 (e /T ) i/s	 ( 29)
®
_a a	
_ a
recent test of Brutsaert's method, using data from
southern France, indicated that its accuracy compare
favorably with that of other methods [28].
	
For calculation
of the net long- rave radiation, the thermal radiation view
factor Tf is given by Beifsuyder and Lull [41]:
V f
	
co5 2 (<ZH>) _
	
_	 (30)
where <ZH> is the mean horizcn angle, from zenith. 	 The
diffuse radiation slcFe factor is cos t (S/2)	 and the net
'. long-wave radiation at the s ite is then:
I	 I+ - I+ _ cos t (S/2)	 [ (1-V f )	 z+	 *	 (9 f-1)	 a	 ^ ]	 (31)s aT s
f
1
i
11 ': r>
f
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RESU11S OF SIMULATION
0 The computer program resulting from eguations (1)
throuqh (31)	 was tested on a digitized topographic grid from
the Chitistone Pass area	 (latitude 61.609) in the Wrangell
Hountains # Alaska, and located an the McCarthy C-3 1:63360
g^ a adrangle.	 we selected the area because a limited set ofI I
test data was available [5].	 The area is about 3 km by 3 ka
and ranges in elevation frcs about 1500 to 2100 a.	 The
nearby surrounding terrain includes e l,6.evations up to 2800 me
70
and this terrain combined with the low sun angles produces
important horizon effects. 	 From the NCIC Digital Terrain
Tapes, we extracted a grid at 63.5 a spacing which sEanned an
area of about	 11 x 10 ka.	 Prcm these terrain data, we
calculated the horizcn vectors for the study area. 	 The
output presented in this paper is in the form of ccntour
maps; the program will also draw perspective plots if
0 desired.	 Figure 1 is a topographic sap of the study area and
the surrounding terrain.
0 for the simulation we used the input parameter values
k	 listed in Table 2 below.	 The initial soil temi^erature was
jc
assumed to be equal to the air tearerature to a depth of 1 me
and 24 hrs of temperature evolution wex^e simulated to 	 4
establish realistic initial conditions. 	 Values for Eorosity,
therval conductivity, and xcughness length wcre taken from
field measurements [5] and estimated over the rest of the
study area from a map , of landforms [10].
	 Fi-jure 2 illustrates
the terrain of the study area itself and the distribution-of
XLORIGIN
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surface materials.	 Thermal _properties for the different
surface materials are given in Table 3.
Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of incoming solar
9
radiation at 0600, 1000, 1400, and 1800 hours.	 The effects
` of slope, exposure, and harizcn can be seen in these maps_. A
E	 '. For example, tte point labelled. A in figures 2 and 3 is on an
. east -facing slogs and receives sazimal radiation at 0600 and
1000.	 At 1400 and 1800 the intensity of the solar radiation
at A is small.
	
Point B is located on a north-facing slope,
and radiation values are low at all times, especially at 1000
WOO
-7
h and 1400.
Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of net all-wave
4
radiation at 4-hr intervals froa.0200 to 2200. 	 Uniform
surface emissivity is assuzed. 	 The major source of variation
is incoming solar radiation, as deacnstrated by the zaps for
times when the sunris not up,'0200 and 2200.
Figure 5 shows integrated values of incoming solar
._ radiation and net all-wave radiation over 24 hrs.
	 The
sharpest gradients occur -in con junction with north-facing
n' slopes„ as at point C (which- is also indicated on figure 2).
Figure _6 illustrates surface temperature at 4 - hr
:.
intervals.	 The effects ofdifferent -surface materials are
- obvious on the 0200 and 2200 maps, where the sharp
f temperature gradients coincide with the surface material
transitions.	 During the day, the teaperature differences due
to topographic effects overwhelm those due to the thermal
at
^a properties of the soil.
Q3
D'ISCUSSICS OF RESULTS
Tables 4 and 5 present a comparison of field surface
"`	 Ql4
temperature measurements with model results for five sites,
"•
	
	 chose locations are indicated on figure 2. `The temperature
data are from j5], wherein an earlier version of the climate
simulator was shown to giie realistic results, given the
availability of site-specific input data. Two abstractions.
A -	 of the data are ccspared vith the model.
one is amplitude and phase ccmparison between observed
and simulated values (table 4). Although the model
fi
F. underestimates the aaflitudes., it does rank them in the
correct order. The phases ('time of maximum temperature) are
-	 also correctly ranked. The other comparison used is the
difference between the 2:30 a.m. and 1:30 p. m. `^;emperatures
a (table 5), Which correspond tc the overpass times of the Heat
Capacity flapping !fission Satellite 	 (HCMM) .	 Here the observed'
differences ate less than the diurnal amplitudes, because of
R_ slope and exposure effects. 	 The model results correspond
reasonably well to the data.
ID
For these limited verification data, the model results
are encouraging.	 However, the observed and simulated
temperatures do not match exactly, and these discrepancies
are probably related to four effects. 	 The first is an
inadequate evaluation of some of the surface pdrameters, most
-notably roughness length and thermal diffusivity, both of
which are difficult tc measure.
mss+ -...	 _.,.	 _..	 , ,	 a,.,	 s	 .A:	 ,.	 .-	 .---c:•--•
	 T	 --- -e*-	 -S	 -,- ,-r-	 v.
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The second is model oversimplification. The solar
radiation attenuation.calculations in the present model are
non-spectral and do not include specular reflection from
adjacent terrain.	 Further ire mean daily values for air
temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed are used.	 An
altitude correction'is applied to the air temperatures, but
otherwise spatial uniformity is assumed, and advection is not
considered.,	 Therefore the model results are somewhat
0- overgeneralized.
Thirdly, the measured surface temperatures may be in
_error.	 The method that was used was to place a thersistor at
the surface but shield it froo'radiation. Under these
circumstances, the direction of the error would be toward
larger amplitudes.
The fourth is the resolution cf the Digital Terrain
Tapes. These tapes were made from the 1:2.50,000 topographic
maps and tend to give a ,smoothed picture of the terrain,
therety reducing tbernal contrast.
Because of these limitations, a full test of the model
will have to avait the availability of-thermal imagery of
mountainous terrain. We suggest, however, that the results
are sufficiently encouraging to indicated that for at least
some applications, the zcdel is adequate.
_j
The model has-soze immediate uses. one critical
parameter which would need, to be measured.over an area before
the surface equilibrium temperature could be accurately
_	
__
___	 -
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simulated is the surface albedo. However, the albedc cannot
a
0
be reliably measured reactely unless the iuccaving solar
radiation at all points on the surface can be accurately
simulated. Otterman and Fraser [31] have successfully
measured albedc from LANDSAT over horizontal terrain, but,
for rough terrain, maps of solar radiation, like those of
-figure 3, would be , a necessary prerequisite to remote
measurement of albedc.
In the present application, the wind speed was
relatively uniform over the study area. If the surface
temperature is to be accurately simulated over a larger
elevation range in mountainous terrain, the a-ir flow and
drainage will also have to be modeled. Alternatively., in
cases where thermal data are available from Aircraft or
spacecraft, the model 'could be revised to solve for wind
speed.
K.
The present model is designed for either bare soils or
'	 1 w	 aet t • cc	 T	 1 • t t	
^t b
	 hgr ssp veg a i	 c app y i	 o an area .^	 cus
ll	 forest, or cropland, where a definite canopy exists, the
,f radiation attenuation by the canopy wcsuld have to be
considered 140j and the convective processes in the canopy
would have to be modelled e'].
d
During periods of cloudy weather, the simulation of
incoming short and lcng-wave radiation becomes more -
+	 difficult. For scare applications of the model, for example
geological prospecting from thermal imagery, overcoming this
M	 problem is not necessary, because imagery would only be
24
available on clear days. Bovevere if the model were used to
aid in the simulation of some surface process'over a longer
tine period, the energy budget would also have to be
calculated on cloudy days. The need for supporting
aeasuremeits; of solar radiaticn would increase on cicudy
days. In particular,, both the beam and diffuse components
would need to be measured l sc that proper compensaticu of
slope and exposure effects could be made. If. howevers
accurate measurements were availabler the absorption and
scattering coefficieats could be determined froa the
measurements instead of from equations (14) and (15).
Application of the model during partially cloudy weather
would requite careful analysis of the time distribution of
the cloud cover.
Incoming long-wave radiation is more difficult to
determine, and for some applicaticns of the model an
accurate estimaticu would be quite important. For example,
melting snow typically has a relatively high albedo in the
short-wave range, therety reducing the imFortance of solar
radiation and consequently increasing the importance of
thermal radiation as an ene I zgy source. It is probable t hat
cloud temperature estimates frcm. satellite measurements
could be used to estimate an effective atmospheric
emissivity, and this appears to be an area for useful
research in the future.
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F: Table 1
Fourier Coefficients for Solar Declination and Radius vector
Solar Declination (radian_)
W ti i ' II	 ai	 (cosine coefficient) b	 (sine coefficient)
,- 0 .5796702596x 10- s 0.0
1 i -.3959070840 .7359755022x10-I«
2 -.6068166326x10-= .7560534210x10-3
• 3 -.2363085071x102 . 1389717739x10-z
Radius' vecpjor
(cosine coefficient) bi	 (sine coefficient)
0 .1000108431x102 0.0
r- 1 -.1673661579xi0-i -.4951856474x10-3
2 -.1203091198s 10- 3 - .1790695747x 10-4
3 -. 1606389648x10-s
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
z
-	 -	 -
t.
- -	 - - - - -	 -
Table 2
Input Parameter Values for Simulationi
i
y Date August 4
^a fir Pressure 835.0 mb	 (at 1790 m)
4.
Dust content of atmosphere 0.2	 (i.e.	 160 rpart CU-3)
Precipitable water 20 am
d! ^
Air temperature 7.400
Air relative humidity 0181
Dry
_
albedo 0.20 . to 0.33
4®
r Wet. albedo
	
- 0.15 to 0.24Y
Soil surface relative 0.30 to 0.70
r. humidity
0 Wind velocity, 2 a sec- 1
Boughness length . 02 to .10 m
Soil Forosiip . 08 to	 48
Soil thermal conductivity . 87 to 4.6 W m-' OK-1
r'
r
yf
. Table 3
T'het•al Properties of Surface Batarials (see ,figure 2)
	
thermal	 soil
conductivity	 water
ii r- °ic-. t 	 Coro ity	 fraction	 z0 (m)	 albedo
x.ezidual debris
	
0 to .1 •	 .:87	 ..28	 1.0	 .02	 .2 to .3
.11 to .2 a	 -4.5	 .48	 1.0
	
.2 to 9 •	 .71	 .10	 1.0
seas of mass
movement
-i
	
0 to .3 •	 092	 .30	 .7	 .05	 24 to .33
I
	3 to 9 m	 1.4	 .08	 .7
bedrock sloFes	 =
with surtace
debris
	
0 to .3 a	 2.7	 .30	 .3	 .02	 .15 to .20
	
.3 to 9 m	 1.4	 .30	 .3
doraire	 -
	
0 to >1 m	 4.6	 40	 .10	 .15 to 20
	
- -	
-	 - _ - ---- -
	 -"- - - - -
A
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Table 4
Comparison of Temperature Amplitude and Phase
rte`--
Amplitude Phase
Site - = Observed Simulated Observed	 Simulated -
1 _17'.1 14.8 1130 1215
2 16.5 14.8 1210 1230
; 31 18.3 16.6 0930 1100
.; 4 31.5 20.1 0930 111.5
5 20.5 18.1 1600 1500
rt
-
i
6
k V
oTable 5
r
Comparison of 2: 30 - a. m. and	 1 : 30 p.m. Temperatures
.; 2:30 a. v. 1:30 p.120
Site Observed Simulated Observed	 Simulated
1 3. 5.2 16.4 19.4
:y 2 4.7 5.2 18.3 19.5
3 5.0'' 5.2 20-d 21.4
4 2.8 4.9 17.0 18.8
5 5.0 3. 1, 19.0 16.9
Difference
r ;
= p' Site Observed Simulated
1 12.9 14.2
2 13.6 14.3
3 15_.8 16.2
4 14.2 13.9
0 5 14.0 13.8
u:G °> -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -
Fs
-
e
... 
-:^!-:r:t^. ._v r;^rf•,Sf?:,=qtr=^s'.c.n'3.?y35r^^ .^.*+.:. -..'^.r+` 	 ^Rt^^+M.ts=.x-r-^*^
aCaptions fc, r 'Figures
1. Ccntour map of test area and surrounding terrain.
Contour interval is 100 0._
2. Enlarged contour map of test area at contour interval of
2^ m, and map of surface materials.
	 Numbered points
identify lccations where surface temperature data are	 ;.II
available.	 Points marked by letter are referenced in
text and subsequent figures.
3. Incoming solar radiation on August 4, from 0600 to 1800
(solar time) .	 Contour interval is 50 W m-
2
4. Net all-rave radiation on-August 4, from 0200 to -2200
hrs. -Contour interval is 50 W a-2, with supplementary
contours at 25 m m-=.
S. Net daily solar radiation (left) and net all-wave
radiat ion (right)' on August 4.	 Contour interval is
k
2 !!J m— 2.
60' Surface equilibrium temperature	 O C)	 from 0200 to 2204
•
h'^s on August 4:	 Contour interval is 20.
fi
.'
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